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INTRODUCTION 

Synthesis and analysis of mechanisms have been accomplished in the past by 

graphical and analytical methods. Graphical methods are mainly useful for planar 

mechanisms. The success of these methods is limited to a few types of mechanisms 

involving only a few precision points. Furthermore, all possible solutions may not be 

obtained graphically. Closed-form analytical solutions are possible but are difficult 

to obtain for more than a few precision points. Due to the above reasons, application 

of numerical methods is inevitable. 

Newton-Raphson, steepest descent and generalized reduced gradient are the com

monly used numerical methods for kinematic synthesis and analysis. These proce

dures, due to their inadequacies, limit the number of precision points or the type 

of mechanism to be synthesized. In the above methods, the user has to come up 

with initial solution estimates, and the reliability of the procedure depends on the 

choices made. This need imposes a particularly difficult requirement in the synthesis 

problem because there is usually no logical basis for estimating starting values for 

link dimensions. Furthermore, when multiple solutions exist, these methods do not 

offer a methodical procedure for finding them. Therefore, this calls for a numerical 

procedure that does not need initial guesses and provides all the solutions. 

Continuation methods fall in this category for polynomial equations. The kine
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matic analysis and synthesis problems can be easily expressed in polynomial form 

and so the procedure is particularly useful for these applications. Also, the method 

can be used to solve n equations in (n+1) unknowns, which could be used to generate 

the Burmester curves in kinematic synthesis, and the (n + l)th variable can be used 

as an independent variable for analysis. 

Dimensional synthesis is often classified as function generation, path generation, 

motion generation, path generation with timing, or motion generation with timing. 

To carry out the synthesis tasks, different techniques, such as precision position syn

thesis [Erdman, 1981], selective precision synthesis [Kramer and Sandor, 1975], and 

least squares [Sarkisyan et al., 1973] method have been applied. In this dissertation, 

the above synthesis tasks are carried out for precision position synthesis using contin

uation. One popular approach to kinematic synthesis is to break up the linkage into 

dyads and triads and to design them independently [Sandor and Erdman, 1984, Suh 

and RadclifFe, 1978, and Erdman, 1981]. Here, four-bar function generation, five-bar 

path generation, and six- and eight-bar motion generation with prescribed timing 

mechanisms are designed using this approach. 

Application of a type of continuation for kinematic synthesis was first carried 

out by Roth and Freudenstein [1963]. They termed their technique the bootstrap 

method. Only recently has further effort been focused on continuation methods for 

mechanism synthesis. Researchers such as Morgan and Sommese [1989], as well as 

Garcia and Zangwill [1981], have made continuation methods more efficient and easier 

to implement. These advancements combined with rapid developments in computer 

technology have made the application of continuation methods for kinematic synthesis 

feasible and highly desirable. 
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A detailed description of homotopy continuation methods is provided in Morgan 

[1986a and 1987], and Garcia and Zangwill [1981]. The number of paths to be tracked 

in solving a system of polynomial equations is given by Morgan [1987]. The solutions 

obtained can be finite or infinite in value. Projective transformations can be used 

to transform solutions at infinity to be finite in value [Morgan, 1986b and 1987]. 

Some of the extraneous paths which result in solutions at infinity can be eliminated 

by taking advantage of the homogeneous structure of the equations being solved. 

The procedure to identify the multi-homogeneous structure and to apply projective 

transformations is discussed by Morgan and Sommese [1987a and 1987b]. Morgan 

and Sommese [1989] and Wampler et al. [1990a] outline the various homotopies and 

discuss their relative merits and deficiencies. The procedure to eliminate coefficient 

independent solutions at infinity for a m-homogeneous system is also provided in the 

above references. 

This dissertation is composed of six major parts, which present various aspects 

of the application of continuation methods to kinematic synthesis and analysis. The 

material in these six parts has been extracted from papers which have already been 

published, or which have been submitted for publication and are at present in var

ious stages of review [Subbian and Flugrad, 1989a, 1989b, 1990a, 1990b, 1991, and 

Subbian et al. 1991]. Part I, entitled Synthesis of Motion Generating Mechanisms by 

a Continuation Method deals with the synthesis of four-bar motion generation mech

anisms for four and five prescribed precision positions. Closed-form solutions are 

available for the four position problem [Sandor and Erdman, 1984]; however, some 

sort of numerical procedure is required for five prescribed positions. Dyad Burmester 

curves are generated for the four position problem and four finite solutions are ob
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tained for the five position problem. 

Part II, entitled Four-Bar Path Generation Synthesis by a Continuation Method^ 

involves the design of a four-bar path generation mechanism for five prescribed posi

tions. A complete solution cannot be obtained for this problem in closed form or by 

other numerical procedures. Hence, a continuation was used involving 256 starting 

points in 1-homogeneous form, and all possible solutions were obtained systemati

cally. 

Part III, entitled Five Position Triad Synthesis With Applications to Four- and 

Six-Bar Mechanisms, extends the continuation procedure to six-bar mechanisms by 

considering the mechanisms in terms of a triad and two dyads. The triad is designed 

for five precision positions for motion generation with prescribed timing. As the 

number of variables exceed the number of equations by two, solution curves are 

obtained. The dyads are designed independently, and the six-bar motion generation 

mechanism with prescribed timing is obtained. 

Part IV, entitled Six and Seven Position Triad Synthesis Using Continuation 

Methods, extends the five position triad synthesis of part III to six and seven positions. 

Seven is the maximum number of positions possible; thus a finite solution set is 

obtained for this case. For the six position case, triad Burmester curves are obtained. 

A secant homotopy was used, reducing the number of paths to be traced from 32 to 

15 for the six position problem, and from 64 to 17 for the seven position problem. An 

eight-bar motion generation mechanism with prescribed timing, and a geared five-bar 

path generating mechanism were designed using the triads. 

In Part V, which is entitled Use of Continuation Methods for Kinematic Syn

thesis, the available path reduction schemes are outlined by means of planar and 
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spatial mechanism examples. Seven position triad synthesis and revolute-spherical 

dyad synthesis problems are considered. Implementation of continuation methods 

to solve these problems is discussed in detail, and path reduction techniques which 

take advantage of the m-homogeneous structure of the equations and which utilize 

parameter and secant homotopies are described. A step by step procedure is outlined. 

Part VI, which is titled Robot Trajectory Planning by a Continuation Method, 

concerns the application of continuation methods for kinematic analysis. Trajectory 

planning of 3-R and 6-R robots is carried out by solving n equations in (n + 1) 

unknowns. The joint variables (^'s) are the n variables and the parameter defined 

along the trajectory of the robot is considered as the (n + l)th variable. The n 

equations are obtained by expressing the cartesian (a:, j/, z) coordinates of the tip 

of the robot as a function of the link parameters and joint variables. Knowing the 

inverse kinematic solution for the robot at the initial position, and the path to be 

traced, the inverse kinematic solution along the path is computed by solving the n 

equations in (n + 1) unknowns. 
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PART I. 

SYNTHESIS OF MOTION GENERATING MECHANISMS BY A 

CONTINUATION METHOD 
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INTRODUCTION 

Four-bar motion generating mechanisms can be synthesized by graphical meth

ods, by algebraic formulation, or by complex number formulation. Of these, complex 

number formulation, as presented by Erdman [1981] and Chase et al. [1985] is sim

ple to implement on a digital computer and has gained a great deal of popularity. 

This approach is used here to derive the kinematic equations for a motion generation 

problem, and the resulting equations are solved using continuation methods. 

Four-bar motion generating mechanisms can be designed for a maximum of five 

prescribed positions, but closed-form solutions are possible only when four positions 

or less are specified [Sandor and Erdman, 1984]. Thus, numerical methods are es

sential to solve the five position synthesis case. A continuation method approach is 

presented here towards that end. The development of Burmester curves for the four 

position case again using continuation is also addressed. 

The continuation method is a mathematical procedure which provides all possi

ble solutions for systems of polynomial equations. No initial solution estimates are 

needed, and the method can be used to solve a system of n equations in either n or 

(n -f 1) unknowns. The latter problem results in solution curves for the infinities of 

possible solutions. These are a few of the advantages of the method being proposed 

over others currently employed. The continuation method has already been applied 

to solve path generation synthesis by Subbian and Flugrad [1989] and by Roth and 

Freudenstein [1963]; here it is extended to motion generation mechanisms. 

A brief sketch of the method is provided in sections to follow, along with the 

development of equations for a general motion generation problem. The application 
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of this technique for solving four and five position problems is presented in detail, 

and an example is worked for each case. 
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SOLVING n EQUATIONS IN n UNKNOWNS 

To solve a system of n polynomial equations in n unknowns, say F(z) = 0, a 

simple set of n equations in the same unknowns, say G(z) = 0, is first assumed. 

The solutions of the assumed system are known and we are interested in determining 

the solutions of the given system. The system F(z) = 0 is referred to as the target 

system and G(z) = 0 is referred to as the start system. The start system is chosen 

to be of the same degree as the target system. A homotopy function = 0 is 

then defined using the homotopy parameter t, H(z,() = (F(z) + (1 — ()G(z) = 0. 

When ( = 0, the homotopy functions reduce to the start system and when t = \ 

they represent the target system. Thus, by increasing t from 0 to 1, and by solving 

the intermediate subproblems along the way, the solutions to the original system of 

equations are found. For tracking the variables as the parameter t is increased either 

Cramer's rule or Gaussian elimination methods can be used. A detailed description 

of the method is provided in the parts to follow as well as Morgan [1987] and Subbian 

and Flugrad [1989]. 
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SOLVING n EQUATIONS IN (n+1) UNKNOWNS 

Let E(a!) = 0 be a system of n polynomial equations in (n+1) variables, x. Since 

the number of unknowns exceeds the number of equations, a set of curves is obtained 

as the solution. If one point on a solution curve is known, that particular curve can 

be traced using a continuation method. Therefore, all the solution curves can be 

traced if a point on each is known. These points can be obtained by assuming an 

arbitrary value for one of the unknowns and then using the continuation procedure 

described in the previous section to solve the resulting n equations in n unknowns. 

Assuming that a point on a specific curve has been found, one can determine 

the curve by first evaluating the extended Jacobian matrix for the system: 

First order differential equations of the unknowns with respect to a path parameter s 

i  = 1,2, ...,n + 1 and, as the Jacobian matrix with the ith column deleted. C 

is a randomly chosen real constant. 

Therefore, using the initial points on the curves, the differential equations can 

be integrated to obtain the solution curves, by first choosing C* > 0 and then C < 0 

[Morgan, 1981]. 

• ^ d E ^  • 

dx-^ dx2 

D E  =  

^®n+l . 

are dxi/ds = C{ — lf'^^det{DE\^^-^) with then obtained from the Jacobian matrix as 
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DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS FOR THE MOTION 

GENERATION PROBLEM 

The four-bar mechanism as defined by two dyads is shown in Fig. 1. For motion 

generation synthesis, it is sufficient to consider one dyad, as given in Fig. 2, in two 

finitely separated positions. The loop closure equation for this dyad can be written 

as 

- 1 )4 -  Z{e^ j  - 1 )  =  ^  (1 )  

W and Z are the unknown complex link vectors, and is the unknown jth angular 

displacement of the W link from its initial configuration. The specified jth complex 

displacement of a point on the coupler from its initial position is given by 6j, and the 

change in coupler orientation, which is also provided, is represented by 7j. 

If Z, W and ^ are replaced in terms of real and imaginary components and the 

exponentials are expanded using Euler's equation, Eq. (1) reduces to 

{Wx -[•iWy){cos<i)j - 1 + isin(j>j) + {Zx ->riZy){cos'ij - 1 + zam7j) = 8jy.-\- i8jy (2) 

By treating cos(f>j and sinil>j  as the two independent variables C < f ) j  and S4>j^ re

spectively, and separating out the real and imaginary terms, the following expressions 

are obtained; 

W x [ C ( j ) j  - 1) - W y S ( f > j  -t- Z x i c o s - j f j  - 1) - Z y s i n j j  = (3) 

WxS(i>j + Wy( C <j>j - 1) + Zxsinfj + Zy{co3fj - 1) = S j y  (4) 

Eliminating and C ( f ) j  from Eqs. (3) and (4) and using the constraint equa

tion C(f>^ + S4>j = I [Subbian and Flugrad, 1989], one obtains: 

f'j-l = 2Ajsin'/j — 2Bjco3^j + 2Bj Dj = Q (5) 
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where j = 2 to n, and 

A j  =  W x Z y  —  W y Z x  +  Z y S j g ,  —  Z x S j y  

—  Z x - ^ - Z y ^  W x Z x  +  W y Z y  + Z x S j x  + Z y S j y  

Dj = 2WxSjx + 2WySjy + + 8 ŷ 

In the above expression, j represents the individual displacements from an initial 

position. As there are only four unknowns in Z®, Zy, Wx and Wy., a maximum of 

four equations written for five prescribed positions can be solved. Free choices in 

the link length vectors are made if the synthesis is carried out for fewer than five 

positions. However, if less than five positions are used, it is easier to work with a set 

of redefined variables as outlined in the following section. 
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///////// 

Figure 1: Four-bar mechanism defined by two dyads 

rmTTfn 

Figure 2: A dyad in two finitely separated positions 
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FOUR POSITION SYNTHESIS 

For a four position synthesis problem it is helpful to replace the unknowns Wx 

and Wy by new variables R and 6. These variables locate the radius and orientation 

of the fixed pivot with respect to the coupler point in its initial configuration, as 

indicated in Fig. 3. Wx and Wy can be eliminated from Eq. 5 using the relationships: 

Zx + Wx = —RcosO 

Z y  +  W y  = —RsinO (6 )  

On elimination of Wx and Wy^ reduced to the following expression: 

•fj — l = ajRZx + b j R Z y  +  '^jZx +  ̂ jZy +  ̂ j R  +  f j  (7) 

where, j  =  2, 3, 4, and 

Uj = 23in03iTfyj  + 2co3$coa^j — 2cos9 

bj  = —2cos6sin'yj  +  2sin9cos^j — 2sin6 

Cj = —25jySinyj  — 26jj ,cos'f j  

dj  = 2Sjj .s infj  -  28jyCos-yj  

e j  = —26jySinO — 2Sjj ,cos6 

f j  -  ^ j x  + ̂j y  

For a four position motion generation problem 6%, 63, 64, 72, 73 and 74 are 

specified to obtain three equations in four unknowns. Thus, by specifying one of the 

unknowns, Eqs. (7) can be solved. Once points on the solution curves are obtained, 

the curves can be traced using the continuation procedure discussed earlier to solve n 

equations in (TI + 1) unknowns. These solution procedures are utilized in this example 

to generate the Burmester curves. 
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0 

rnrntn 

Figure 3: The dyad in terms of defined variables R  and B  
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Determination of initial points on the curve 

To determine solution points on the Burmester curves, an arbitrary value is 

assigned to one of the variables. Here, d is chosen and Zx, Zy and R are evaluated. 

The equations to be solved, obtained from Eqs. (7), are: 

/̂ 1 — d̂ ZxR 4- b̂ ZyR + ĉ Zx "t" d̂ Zy + 4" /2 = 0 

^2 ~ '^Z^xR + 4" cgZa; -{• d^Zy + e^R + /3 = 0 

î 3 ~ â ZxR 4" b̂ ZyR + c/̂ Zx + d̂ Zy + ê R 4-/4=0 (8) 

R  can easily be eliminated from Eqs. (8), which results in equations, 

Ej_2 = T R l j Z l  4- T R 2 j Z x Z y  +  T R Z j Z ^  4- T R A j Z x  + T R ^ j Z y  + T R % j  (9 )  

where j = 3, 4, and 

T R l j  =  a 2 C j - C 2 a j  

T R 2 j  = a 2 d j  — 4- b 2 C j  — 026̂ -

T RZj =  b2dj  — d2bj  

T R A j  = a 2 f j  -  f 2 a j  4- e 2 C j  -

T R b j  =  6 2 / j  -  f 2 ^ j  +  ̂ 2 ^ j  -  d g e j  

T R 6 j  =  e 2 f j - f 2 e j  

Each of Eqs. (9) are of degree two, and thus the total degree of the system is 

four. Therefore, there is a maximum of four solutions. To solve the system, a start 

system in Zx and Zy is assumed. The degree of this system should be the same as 

that of the original set of equations. We can use: 

G i  =  G i iZx-C i2  = 0  
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G2 = C2\Zy-C22 = ^ (10) 

where C'il>Ci2>^21 ^22 random complex constants. 

The homotopy functions can now be written by combining Eqs. (9) and Eqs. 

(10) as 

H\ — JSji + (1 — 4)Gj = 0 

H2 = E2t - t)G2 = ^ (11) 

The partial derivatives of the homotopy functions with respect to Z®, Z y  and t  are 

determined to form the extended Jacobian matrix. 

D H  =  
dHi ldZx  dHi /dZy  dHi /d t  

dH2 /dZx  dH2 /dZy  dH2 /d t  

The first order derivatives d Z x / d t  and d Z y j d t  are determined as follows: 

d Z x / d t  =  d e t ( D H ^ ^ ) / D e n  

d Z y j d t  =  — d e t { D H \ ^ ] ^ ) l  D e n  

where is the Jacobian matrix with the jth column deleted, and 

The solution to the original problem is obtained, therefore, by integrating the above 

differential equations between the limits of ( = 0 and t — I. The solutions to the 

start system in Eqs. (10) are the starting points of the integration. 
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D F  =  

To generate the Burmester curves 

Once points on the Burmester curves are obtained using the procedure outlined 

above, the next step is to generate the curves. In order to do this Eqs. (8), which 

involve all four unknowns, are used. The first step is to determine the Jacobian for 

the system in the following form: 

d F i / d Z x  d F i / d Z y  d F i / d R  d F i / d S  

dFi ldZx  dF^ ldZy  dF^ ldR  BF^IBB  

dF^ fdZx  dF-^ ldZy  dF^ ldR  dF^ /de  

From this Jacobian matrix the first order derivatives of the variables with respect 

to the solution curve parameter or path parameter, a, can be evaluated. These first 

order differential equations are then integrated with the points obtained above as 

initial conditions, to trace the Burmester curves. 

Four position synthesis example 

A four-bar mechanism was designed using continuation method to satisfy the 

coupler displacement conditions given in Table 1. The angular orientation, 6, of the 

fixed pivot with reference to the coupler point was chosen to be 0 degrees, and the 

unknowns, Zx and Zy, were determined. A total of four real solutions (dyads) were 

obtained. These are listed in Table 2. 

Of the four solutions, dyad 4 is not usable since R  is of the form 0/0. This means 

that R can take on any value. Because the first of Eqs. (8) was used to eliminate 

R, the remaining two precision points (3 and 4) will fix a specific value for R. The 

other three dyads can be combined to form three different four-bar mechanisms. 

Combination of dyads 1 and 3 gave a double rocker mechanism with no defects. This 
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Table 1; Prescribed precision points 
for four position synthesis 
example 

Precision 
Point 

S x  6 y  7 
deg. 

2 2  0 30 
3 7 5 45 
4 10 8 30 

Table 2: Dyads satisfying the pre
scribed conditions for 
6 = 0 degrees (four posi
tion synthesis example) 

No. Z x  Z y  R 
1 -4.8028 -1.7115 17.1872 
2 15.8236 -2.8823 -10.5605 
3 5.9630 6.1047 -0.3800 
4 -1.0 -3.7321 0/0 
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mechanism in its four prescribed positions along with the coupler curve is shown in 

Fig. 4. All the remaining combinations are defective and so are not shown. 

In order to generate the Burmester curves, the solutions obtained above were 

used as starting points and the solution paths traced. Among the three good dyad 

pairs obtained, dyads 2 and 3 fell on the same Burmester curve and so resulted in 

the same branch. Dyad 1 provided a unique trace. The resultant Burmester curves 

of fixed pivots and moving pivot locations with respect to the coupler in its initial 

position are shown in Fig. 5. 
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Figure 4: A four-bar mechanism combining dyads 1 and 3 of Table 2 
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Figure 5: Burmester curves obtained for the four position synthesis example 
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FIVE POSITION SYNTHESIS 

For a five position synthesis problem, R x  and R y  are used to replace RcosO and 

RsinO, respectively, in Eq. (6). The above expressions are used to eliminate Wx and 

Wy from Eq. (5) to obtain the following relationship: 

^ j—l  — ^RyZx  — RxZy  ZyS j j ,  — ZxS j y )3 in f j  

—2{ZxSjj, + ZySjy — RxZx — RyZyXcoajj - 1) 

- 2 ( R x  + Z x ) S j x  -  2 { R y  +  Z y ) 6 j y  + 6 j ^  + 6 j y  (12) 

where, j = 2,3,4,5 for five position synthesis. 

Each of the above equations are of degree two in the unknowns Zx, Z y ,  R x  

and Ry, and so the total degree of the system is 16 (2^). This system of four 

second degree equations in four unknowns can be solved using the procedure outlined 

earlier. There are a total of 16 paths originating from the 16 solutions to the start 

system of equations. The solutions are either real or complex, or they diverge to 

infinity. The real solutions thus determined provide dyads satisfying the prescribed 

conditions. The combination of pairs of these dyads result in the desired four bar 

motion generating mechanisms. 

Five position synthesis example 

Four-bar mechanisms were designed using continuation for the conditions listed 

in Table 3, A total of four real solutions were obtained as given in Table 4. The 

remaining solutions were at infinity. The four real solutions (dyads) can be combined 

to form six four-bar mechanisms satisfying the prescribed conditions. Of the various 
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possible combinations, the combination of dyads 2 and 3 was defective. All the 

remaining pairs, however, were acceptable, totaling two crank-rocker mechanisms 

and three double-rocker mechanisms. These mechanisms, along with the resulting 

coupler curves, precision points and coupler orientations are given in Figs. 6, 7, 8, 

9 and 10. 

Table 3: Prescribed precision points 
for five position 

Precision S x  6 y  7 
Point 

6 y  
deg. 

2 -0.6331 -0.5449 12.65 
3 -2.0713 -2.3566 42.65 
4 -2.5510 -3.5456 57.65 
5 -2.7720 -4.5210 67.65 

Table 4: Dyads satisfying the prescribed 
conditions for the five 

No. Zx  Zy  Rx  Ry  
1 -1.8189 -0.9641 2.5111 -5.0583 
2 -0.7807 3,9692 -0.2988 -5.0377 
3 -2.5263 4.4872 2.5572 -4.1503 
4 -2.0962 3.4017 2.0600 -4.4665 
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Figure 6: A mechanism combining dyads 1 and 2 of Table 4 

Figure 7: A mechanism combining dyads 1 and 3 of Table 4 
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Figure 8: A mechanism combining dyads 1 and 4 of Table 4 

Figure 9: A mechanism combining dyads 2 and 4 of Table 4 
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Figure 10: A mechanism combining dyads 3 and 4 of Table 4 
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PART II. 

POUR-BAR PATH GENERATION SYNTHESIS BY A 

CONTINUATION METHOD 
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INTRODUCTION 

Synthesis of four-bar path generating mechanisms has been accomplished in the 

past by both graphical and analytical methods. Lindholm [1969] applied the point 

position reduction technique to synthesize five and six position path generation link

ages. Suh and Radcliffe [1983] used Newton's method in arriving at a solution. An 

analytical approach developed by Sandor and Erdman [1984] successfully reduces the 

system of equations associated with the five position path generation problem with 

prescribed timing to a quartic polynomial equation which then can be solved. 

Closed form solutions are effective up to four precision points and can be used 

as a tool to solve five specified points, but for six points and beyond the nonlinear 

equations are difficult to handle. Graphical methods have been applied for six pre

cision points but with only limited success. Furthermore, the solution set obtained 

by graphical methods is not complete. This leads to the application of numerical 

methods that can theoretically be used to solve for a maximum of nine prescribed 

precision points. However, the practical limit has been five or six specified positions. 

On the other hand, if exact precision is not required, least square methods [Sarkisyan 

et al., 1973] and selective precision synthesis [Kramer and Sandor, 1975 and Kramer, 

1979] have been used to minimize the deviation from a path described by more than 

nine points. 

Numerical methods presently used for precision point synthesis of path generat

ing mechanisms exhibit two major shortcomings: 

• Convergence depends on reasonably good approximations for the 

solutions. 
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• Current numerical methods converge to a single solution dependent 

on the initial estimates, and thus do not yield all designs that satisfy 

the constraints. 

The continuation method [Morgan, 1987] is a mathematical procedure that the

oretically assures convergence without any initial solution estimates and that also 

produces the complete solution set for the given system of nonlinear equations, pro

vided they are cast in polynomial form. The continuation method is used here as a 

tool to solve the five position synthesis problem. The procedure can effectively be ex

tended to six or more precision points without difficulty. However, the computational 

expense increases significantly. 

Similar methods were implemented by Freudenstein and Roth [1963] for synthe

sis of geared five-bar mechanisms, and by Tsai and Morgan [1985] for the analysis of 

five and six degree of freedom manipulators. Roth and Freudenstein [1963] made use 

of a variation of the method discussed here for the synthesis of nine position, path 

generating, geared five-bar and four-bar mechanisms. Nine points on the coupler 

path of an arbitrary mechanism were chosen as the starting points. A number of 

subproblems were solved to move from these points toward the nine prescribed posi

tions, thereby developing the desired mechanism. The method to be used here starts 

with a simple set of equations involving the link lengths and moves toward the set 

of equations for the five prescribed precision points. In doing so, it moves from the 

starting solution of a simple mathematical system to the desired result. The method 

is set up to determine all possible solutions for the system of equations at hand while 

Roth and Freudenstein [1963] looked at one solution only. 

The continuation method and its application to the synthesis of path generating 
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mechanisms is described in detail in the following sections. Nonlinear loop closure 

equations are developed and modified for efficient implementation. The numerical 

method is then applied to determine the solutions for two five position synthesis 

problems. 
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CONTINUATION METHOD 

Continuation methods constitute a family of mathematical procedures used to 

solve systems of nonlinear equations. These methods are particularly useful for deal

ing with sets of polynomial equations. To implement the approach, one starts with 

a system of equations for which the the solutions are known and then marches along 

a path toward the solutions of the original system. For simplicity, the procedure for 

a system of two equations in two unknowns is described here. 

Consider two polynomial equations given by: 

^l(-l»-2) = 0 

^2(^1'^2) = 0 (1) 

To implement the method a simple system of two equations in two unknowns is first 

considered [Morgan, 1987]. 

Gi = Ciizf^ - Ci2 = 0 

(?2 = (^'21 "2^ - (^22 = 0 (2) 

The terms C21 and C22 are randomly chosen complex constants, and di 

and jg are the degree of functions Fj and fg, respectively. The necessary homotopy 

functions are then obtained by combining the two systems of Eqs. (1) and (2): 

^l(-l»-2'') = ̂ ^1 + (1 - 0^1 = 0 

^2(-l'-2'0 = ̂ -^2 + (^ ~ ^)^2 = ® (^) 

Here t is called the homotopy parameter. When t=0, the homotopy functions reduce 

to the start set of equations and when t=l, they represent the target system. There

fore, by increasing t from 0 to 1, and by solving a number of intermediate subproblems 
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along the way, the solutions for the original (target) system are found. There are 

a variety of ways to move from a t value of 0 to 1. In the present approach, basic 

differential equations (BDEs) [Garcia and Zangwill, 1981] are formed, and ordinary 

differential equations involving the variables with respect to t are determined. These 

differential equations are integrated numerically to determine the solution for the 

given system of equations. The solution is then refined using Newton's method. The 

procedure is repeated using all the various combinations of solutions for the assumed 

start system of equations as the initial values of the integration. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS FOR PATH GENERATION 

SYNTHESIS 

A four-bar mechanism in two finitely separated positions can be represented by 

the vectors shown in Fig. 1. Two loop closure equations are written, one for each 

dyad (vector pair). For vectors Zi and Zg we can establish that 

Zie'^j+ZieV = gj + Zi+Zg (4) 

or 

- 1) + Z2(e'^i - 1) = ^ (5) 

where, j =2 to n, ^ is the linear displacement of the coupler point from its initial 

position, (j>j is the angular displacement of Zi vector from its initial configuration 

and jj is the change in the angular position of the coupler. Similarly, for vectors Z3 

and Z4 

Z3(e'^; - 1) + Z4{e''^j -1) = (6) 

where -ijjj is the angular displacement of the vector Z3 from its initial position. 

The Z vectors in Eqs. (5) and (6) can be represented in real and imaginary 

terms as Z = Zx + iZy. Upon substitution for Zi through Z4, and for 6j, in terms 

of real and imaginary components, and expansion of the exponentials using Euler's 

equation, Eqs. (5) and (6) may be written as 

i^lx + i Z i y ) { c o 3 < j ) j  - 1 + isin<j) j )  + + i Z 2 y ) { c o s f j  - 1 + = 
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and 

(^3® + - 1 + + iZ^y){cosfj - 1 + isiwYj) = 

Sjx + (8) 

To transform these equations into polynomial form, cos<f>j and 3 in<l>j are treated 

as two independent variables, C<j)j and S<l>j respectively. Constraint equations + 

5(^1 = 1, etc, for angles and 7j are introduced as well. Upon substitution of 

these constraints into Eq. (7) and separation into real and imaginary components, 

the following expressions result: 

+ Z2xCl j  -  Z2x  -

^lx^4>j + ZiyC<^j - Ziy +Z2xSlj + Z2yC^j - Z2y = Sjy (9) 

Similarly for Eq. (8j we obtain 

~  ̂ Zx  ~  ̂ Zy^^ ' j  ^Ax^ ' l j  ~  '^4® ~  ^ j x  

^Zx^ ' ^ ' j  + ̂ Zy^ ' ^ j  - ̂ Zy  +^4x^ f j  + - ̂ i y  = ^ j y  (10) 

Next, multiplication of the first of Eqs. (9) by Ziy, and the second by Zi^., 

followed by subtraction of the two eliminates the C(j)j terms: 

~  ( ^ I x^ j y  ~  ̂ l y ^ j x  ~  ̂ \ x ^2x^^ j  ^ l y ^2x^^ j  ~  ̂ \ x ^2y^ ' ^ j  

-^ly^2y^lj + ^\x^2y " ̂ ly^2x)li^lx + ^ly) (H) 

By a similar procedure, 50j is eliminated from Eqs. (9) to give 

C<i>j = (ZiySjy + Ziy,6j^ + (Z^^ + zly) - ZiyZ2xSij -

—ZiyZ2yCj j  + Zi j ,Z2ySy j  +  Z-^yZ2y  + ^ \ y ) { ^ ' ^ )  
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Figure 1: Four-Bar Mechanism in Two Finitely Separated Positions 
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Elimination of S<f>j and C<j>j between Eqs. (11) and (12), followed by rearrange

ment yields 

' ^ { ^ \ x ^2y  ~  ̂ l y ^2x  ^2y^ j x  ~  ̂ 2x^ j y ) ^ ' y j  

~2 ( ^ 2 x  +  ̂ 2y  +  ̂ l x ^2x  +  ̂ l y ^2y  +  ̂ 2x^ j x  +  ̂ 2y^ j y ) ^ ' i j  

=  -  2Z |y  -  2Z i j .Z2X  -  2ZiyZ2y  -  2Z2x^ j x  

-2Z2y6 jy  -  2Ziy6 j y  " 2Z i j , 8 j j .  - - 5?^ (13) 

To simplify Eq. (13) further, the following quantities are defined. 

' 4 l ;  =  Zlx^2y -Z iyZ2x  +Z2yS j j ; -Z2xS jy  

B \ j  =  ^ 2 x  +  ̂ 2 y  +  ̂ 1 ® ^ 2 ®  +  ̂ l t / ^ 2 t /  +  ̂ 2 z ^ ; z  +  ̂ 2y^ j y  

Dij = 2Ziy;6j^ + 2Ziy6jy + 6j^ + sjy (14) 

Thus Eq. (13) can be written as: 

2AijS'yj - 2BijCfj = -2Bij - Dij (15) 

A parallel development is pursued using Eqs. (10) to eliminate V'j. This yields 

2A2jSfj - 2B2jCjj = -2B2j - I>2j (16) 

where, 

^2 j  ~  ^Sx^Ay  ~  ̂ Sy^Ax  ^Ay^ j x  ~  ̂ Ax^ j y  

^2 j  = ^ ï x  +  ̂ ï y  +  ̂ Zx^ i x  +  ̂ ZyZ^y  +  ̂ Ax^ jx  +  ̂ Ay^ jy  

^2j = '^Hx^jx + '^^Zy^jy + + ^"jy (1") 

Equations (15) and (16) are then solved for S'yj and C'lj. 

S l j  = {B i jD2 j  -  B2 jDi j ) l {2{A i jB2 j  -  A2 jB i j ) )  

C ' l j  =  1  + { A i j D 2 j  -  A 2 j D i j ) / { 2 { A i j B 2 j  -  A 2 j B i j ) )  (18)  
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Elimination of Sfj and Cyj then produces the final function, a polynomial in the 

complex variables Zi, Zg, Z3 and Z4: 

Fj_ i  =  {B i jD2 j  - B2jDi j f  + A{Ai jB2 j  -

+i^ l jD2 j  -  = 0 (19) 

In Eq. (19) j  =2 to n where n is the number of prescribed positions. Therefore, 

a five position path synthesis problem yields four equations. Since four complex Z 

variables are involved, the maximum number of positions is limited to nine. In the 

sections to follow Eq. (19) is used in conjunction with the continuation method to 

solve two example problems for five position synthesis. 
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THE FIVE POSITION SYNTHESIS PROBLEM 

Having developed the equations for the path generation problem, we need to 

implement the continuation method to solve them. For a five position synthesis 

problem, a set of four polynomial equations is to be solved. Since the number of 

variables is greater than the number of equations, we have the freedom of selecting 

values for four of the eight complex components. Here, the coupler link vectors, Zg 

and Z4, are specified to he e + if and g + ih respectively, with particular numerical 

values assigned to e,/,gf and h. From Eq. (19) the four equations to be solved reduce 

to the following form: 

Fj_ i  =  {B i jD2 j  - + 4(^1^52; " " ̂ 2;^!;) 

+{AijD2j - A2jDij)^ - 0 (20) 

where j=2, 3, 4, 5 and 

= 

Bi j  =  + fZ i y  + + /^ + eô j j .  + f S j y  

D i j  =  ^^ j x ^ l x  + ' ^ ^ j y ^ l y  + ̂j x  + ̂j y  

A2 j  =  -  gZ^  + hS j j ,  -  gS jy  

II 9Z1X  + hZ iy  + g"^  + + gô jy ,  + h6 jy  

D2 j  =  ^^ j x^2x  + ̂ ^ j y^Zy  + ̂ " j x  + ̂ " j y  

Upon substitution and simplification, it is apparent that the degree of each of the 

equations is 4. 

If we rule out the possibility of an infinite number of finite solutions, as well as an 

infinite number of solutions at infinity, Bezout's theorem [Morgan, 1987] guarantees 
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in this case that the total number of finite solutions and solutions at infinity is 256, 

counting multiplicities. This number of solutions is equal to the product of the degrees 

of the individual equations. 

To implement the continuation method, it is necessary to start with a set of 

polynomial equations (one for each of the four unknowns Zi^^Ziy^Z^j, and Z^y) 

which is easy to solve. The degree of these equations should be at least equal to the 

degree of the original system. The start equations considered for the five position 

synthesis problem are: 

where the Cji''s and Cj2^s are randomly chosen complex constants. Each equation 

results in four complex solutions as follows: 

where (r^jai) are polar coordinates of the ratio and k  =  0 ,1,2,3. Similarly, 

Ziy, Zgg. and Z^y can be determined. The solutions thus obtained are grouped to 

form 256 combinations satisfying the starting system of equations. These provide 

256 starting points for the continuation procedure. 

Homotopy functions are defined next using the original equations, the start equa

tions and the homotopy parameter t as follows: 

Gi=Ci iZ f ^ -C i2  = 0 

G 2  =  C 2 i Z f y  -  C 2 2  = 0 

G3 = -C32 = 0 

G ^ = C ^ l Z ^ y  - C ^ 2  = 0 (21) 

Zix  =  [cos{2Trk /A  +  a i /4 )  +  i s in {2 -nk / i  +  «2 /4 ) )  (22) 

Hj  — tF j  +  { l  — t )G j=0 ,  ji = 1,2,3,4 (23) 
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When ( = 0 the homotopy functions reduce to the start set of equations, and when 

( = 1 they represent the equations to be solved to obtain a four-bar linkage passing 

through the five prescribed positions. Hence, on varying the parameter t from 0 to 

1, we move away from the start system to the target system of equations. To do this 

we  t r ack  t he  pa th s  o f  t he  unknowns  a s  we  inc remen t  t .  

For path tracking, we determine the first order derivatives of the variables with 

respect to t using the BDEs discussed earlier. These differential equations are inte

grated, using the solutions of the start system as initial values. 

In order to determine the first order differential equations (derivatives) we need 

to first evaluate the extended Jacobian matrix of the homotopy function as indicated 

below: 
dH]  dHi  dHi  dHi  dHi  

dHo ,  dHo  dHo  dHo  dHo  

^ ^Zx  ^ ^Zy  
dH^  dH^  dH^  dH^  
•Ulfx ŷ  ̂  ̂  ̂
dH^  dH^  dHi  dH^  dHi  

9^ -5t 

Use of this Jacobian matrix allows the ordinary differential equations to be written 

as, dZi^/dt, dZiyldt, dZ'^j.jdt and dZ^y/dt = {{ — l)j'^^det{DHy^))/Den for 

j = 1,2,3,4 respectively. The det{DHy^) represents the determinant of the Jacobian 

matrix, DH, with the jth column deleted, and Den is 

Thus by integrating the differential equations obtained, we can determine all the 

solutions (complex, real and those at infinity) for the original system of equations. 

Among these, the real solutions are the useful ones for five position synthesis. 

DH =  
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Example 1 

A four-bar mechanism was designed to pass through the five precision points 

listed in Table 1 by applying the continuation method. To synthesize the mechanism, 

the links Zg and Z4 were chosen to be 1.1344 -j- *1.3975 and —1,7287 + *0.5016 

respectively, and the complex link vectors Zi and Z3 were computed. A total of 256 

real, complex and solutions at infinity were obtained from the 256 starting points. Of 

these only twenty-five solutions, which are listed in Table 2, were real. Thirty-three 

pairs of complex conjugate solutions were obtained, and the rest either diverged to 

infinity or resulted in very large link lengths that caused the procedure to be aborted. 

Of the twenty-five real solutions found, the first five exhibited no branch or order 

defects and so were useful solutions. Three more solutions came close to satisfying 

the prescribed conditions, and they are discussed here as well. 

Table 1: Prescribed precision 
points for example 1 

Precision 
Point X Y 

1 0 0 
2 -0.4535 -0.1739 
3 -0.8385 -0.5228 
4 -1.0840 -0.9358 
5 -1.1794 -1.2957 

Of the eight useful solutions only the first four satisfy Grashof's criteria. All 

eight are shown in Figs. 2 through 9. Among them, the first two solutions resulted in 

crank rocker mechanisms and the third was a double crank mechanism. Mechanism 4, 

a double rocker mechanism, has very large link lengths. However there are situations 
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fTtmfn 

Figure 2: Mechanism 1 in its First Position With the Coupler Curve (Example 1) 

5 

Figure 3: Mechanism 2 in its First Position With the Coupler Curve (Example 2) 
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in which such dimensions might be feasible, and so it is listed here as a valid solution. 

Solution 5 turned out to be a double rocker mechanism as well. 

Mechanisms 6, 7 and 8 at the outset looked like multiple solutions (repeated 

solutions) but on further analysis were identified as being distinct and geometrically 

isolated. These solutions are discussed here despite the fact that they do not quite 

satisfy the specified order for the precision points. From Figs. 7, 8 and 9 it is clear 

that the coupler passes through the specified points in the order 1,5,4,3,2 and then 

comes close to passing through 1 again. If the device is driven backwards from the 

point where it is close to position 1, it will pass through 2,3,4,5 in the specified order. 

It should be noted, however, that when the coupler is at this new starting point the 

configuration is different from that shown in the figures. That is, the configuration 

is not consistent with the arbitrarily specified values for Zg and Z4. Even so, these 

three linkages might still be usable to solve the path generation problem. 

The above designs then provide us with eight four bar mechanisms for the task. 

Figs. 2 through 9 give the mechanisms in their initial position with the coupler curve 

superimposed. More mechanisms can be obtained, giving the designer more options, 

by changing the link vectors Zg and Z4. For each of the link vectors chosen the 

procedure is carried out for the 256 starting points. 

Example 2 

The procedure was also applied to design a mechanism passing through five 

points lying on a straight line (Table 3). The links Zg and Z4 were chosen to be 

9.7226 + i2.1722 and 2.5723 + *17.5314 respectively. Twenty usable solutions were 

obtained with no order or branch defects. These are listed in Table 4. Of these 
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5 

777; 

Figure 4: Mechanism 3 in its First Position With the Coupler Curve (Example 1) 

Figure 5: Mechanism 4 in its First Position With the Coupler Curve (Example 1) Mechanism 4 
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Table 2: Continuation method solutions satisfying the prescribed condi
tions for example 1 

No. ^ \x  ^ ly  Hx hy  COMMENTS 

1 0.0009 0.9997 -0.6386 1.8974 Grashof,crank rocker 
2 -5.1960 1.8622 0.4997 0.4437 Grashof,crank rocker 
3 -1.1852 -0.1413 1.6996 0.8254 Grashof,double crank 
4 1.9835 5.9712 -21.9874 23.4323 Grashof,double rocker 
5 0.2998 1.6070 -1.8717 3.0586 Non-Grashof,double rocker 
6 -1.9668 -0.8894 2.0674 1.4717 Non-Grashof,double rocker 
7 -1.8773 -0.9879 2.0039 1.6386 Non-Grashof,double rocker 
8 -2.0930 -0.7404 2.1363 1.3139 Non-Grashof,double rocker 
9 -0.9050 -0.2183 2.2164 0.7913 Grashof 

10 -0.8583 0.2599 2.5453 2.5985 Grashof 
11 0.6044 -0.8544 -1.4799 4.8112 Grashof 
12 0.4295 1.4901 1.1392 -0.1488 Grashof 
13 1.9769 -4.9389 2.1435 0.0899 Grashof 
14 -2.2828 -0.5300 2.1898 1.1878 Grashof 
15 -2.5162 -0.3240 2.2195 1.1085 Grashof 
16 0.1328 -2.5004 2.1082 0.0314 Non-Grashof 
17 0.1401 0.8555 0.8157 -0.2319 Non-Grashof 
18 1.0298 -1.0562 3.5144 -3.7175 Non-Grashof 
19 0.0467 0.9137 0.9355 -0.2420 Non-Grashof 
20 -0.0567 1.0265 1.0408 -0.2781 Non-Grashof 
21 -0.0121 0.9483 0.9808 -0.2618 Non-Grashof 
22 0.3723 0.8183 0.6657 -0.2566 Non-Grashof 
23 -0.5502 -1.5196 2.0264 0.0965 Non-Grashof 
24 0.7951 -0.5396 -8.6096 12.1160 Non-Grashof 
25 1.3553 -0.7603 4.3469 -4.6379 Non-Grashof 
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Figure 6: Mechanism 5 in its First Position With the Coupler Curve (Example 1) 

5 

Figure 7: Mechanism 6 in its First Position With the Coupler Curve (Example 1) 
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Figure 8: Mechanism 7 in its First Position With the Coupler Curve (Example 1) 

5 

Figure 9: Mechanism 8 in its First Position With the Coupler Curve (Example 1) 
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Table 3: Prescribed preci
sion points for ex
ample 2 

Precision 
Point X Y 

1 0 0 
2 -3 0 
3 -6 0 
4 -9 0 
5 -12 0 

twenty, eight were Grashof double rocker mechanisms, and the rest were non-Grashof 

double rocker linkages. No usable crank rocker solutions were obtained. One of the 

Grashof double rocker mechanisms is shown in Fig. 10 with its coupler path and 

precision points. Fig. 11 depicts a non-Grashof double rocker mechanism. A couple 

of the solutions produced quite unexpected results. One of them is displayed in Fig. 

12 which shows the coupler point passing through all five precision points in the 

proper order, but a full loop is executed between the third and fourth points. For 

that reason this particular design might not be acceptable. 

Computations for the above examples were carried out in a VAX/VMS (11/785) 

environment. The average CPU time for each starting point was 26.65 seconds for 

the first example and 46.56 seconds for the second. When the solution diverged to 

infinity the CPU time was 60 seconds on average for example 1 and 100 seconds 

for example 2. For converging solution paths the CPU times were considerably less. 

The values were approximately 20 and 30 seconds for the first and second problems 

respectively. 
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Figure 10: Mechanism 1 in its First Position With the Coupler Curve (Example 2) 

Figure 11. Mechanism 9 in its First Position With the Coupler Curve (Example 2) 
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Figure 12: Mechanism 19 in its First Position With the Coupler Curve (Example 
2) 
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Table 4: Continuation method solutions satisfying the prescribed condi
tions for example 2 

No. ^Ix  ^ ly  ^3* COMMENTS 

1 21.725 -29.334 -17.410 -26.083 Grashof,double rocker 
2 37.915 -53.216 -51.574 -34.365 Grashof,double rocker 
3 21.806 -58.840 2.966 -17.521 Grashof,double rocker 
4 39.436 -55.532 -49.675 -32.166 Grashof,double rocker 
5 23.716 -64.374 2.479 -17.364 Grashof,double rocker 
6 -44.669 50.802 55.339 -4.733 Grashof,double rocker 
7 35.249 -49.166 -53.763 -38.150 Grashof,double rocker 
8 42.292 -59.879 -41.478 -25.550 Grashof,double rocker 
9 17.125 -21.851 -12.011 -24.651 Non-Grashof,double rocker 

10 11.872 -12.500 -8.037 -25.530 Non-Grashof,double rocker 
11 -0.016 4.074 2.128 -9.682 Non-Grashof,double rocker 
12 -22.630 23.825 10.239 -16.170 Non-Grashof,double rocker 
13 -3.394 3.400 -1.106 -9.701 Non-Grashof,double rocker 
14 -0.184 4.108 3.298 -13.797 Non-Grashof,double rocker 
15 -27.774 30.043 16.779 -14.634 Non-Grashof,double rocker 
16 -9.345 -10.556 -2.861 -32.327 Non-Grashof,double rocker 
17 1.433 3.784 1.503 -10.734 Non-Grashof,double rocker 
18 12.722 -15.122 -7.535 -23.276 Non-Grashof,double rocker 
19 4.627 -9.862 2.871 -18.844 Non-Grashof,double rocker 
20 0.148 6.971 1.863 -14.603 Non-Grashof,double rocker 
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PART III. 

FIVE POSITION TRIAD SYNTHESIS WITH APPLICATIONS TO 

FOUR- AND SIX-BAR MECHANISMS 
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INTRODUCTION 

Synthesis of four-bar function generation, five-bar and many multi-loop mecha

nisms can be accomplished by systematically breaking up the linkage into dyads and 

triads. The maximum number of precision points satisfied by a dyad is five for path 

generation with prescribed timing and for motion generation problems. This restricts 

the triad synthesis to five prescribed points whenever it is combined with dyads, and 

so this part confines itself to five position triad synthesis. 

Synthesis of dyads to solve motion generation and path generation with pre

scribed timing has already been achieved [Erdman, 1981, Subbian and Flugrad, 

1989a]. Furthermore, triad synthesis for motion generation with prescribed timing 

has been of interest lately. Chase et al. [1987] simplified the triad synthesis problem 

to one of dyad synthesis and carried out the design for up to five precision points. 

Since they transformed a triad to a dyad, the maximum number of precision points 

was limited to five for which a total of up to four useful solutions can be obtained. 

This work differs from Chase et al. [1987] in the methodology used and in the fact 

that a family of solution curves is generated as opposed to a finite number of solutions. 

Lin and Erdman [1987] used the compatibility linkage approach, similar to the 

formulation carried out by Chase et al. [1985] for dyads to obtain the triad Burmester 

curves for six precision points. Subbian and Flugrad [1990] have achieved the triad 

synthesis for both six and seven prescribed precision points using continuation meth

ods. The procedure used is similar to the one presented here. 

The continuation method used for designing the triad in the current approach is 

a mathematical procedure to solve systems of n polynomial equations in n or (n 4-1) 

unknowns. The five position motion generation with prescribed timing problem under 
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consideration results in four equations involving six unknowns. This means there are 

two infinities of triads which satisfy the prescribed conditions. An attempt is made 

to generate a set of design curves which will enable the designer to pick a mechanism 

best suited for the application under consideration. 

The applicability of continuation methods for kinematic synthesis problems has 

been established through the work of Subbian and Flugrad [1989a, 1989b], Morgan 

and Wampler [1989], Wampler et al. [1990], and Tsai and Lu [1989]. A detailed 

description of the procedure can be obtained from the above references or the book 

by Morgan [1987]. 

In sections to follow, equations for the synthesis of a triad are developed, and the 

solution procedure for a five position motion generation with prescribed timing prob

lem outlined. The method is then applied to design a four-bar function generation 

mechanism and a Stephenson III type six-bar mechanism. 
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APPLICATIONS 

Triads are useful in the design of four-bar, five-bar and a variety of multi-loop 

mechanisms. Fig. 1 shows a four-bar function generation mechanism where the 

relationship between the input angle, ipj, and the output angle, 7j, is specified and 

the link lengths are to be determined. The vectors Zi, Zg, Z3 form a triad with the 

fixed pivot at the base of Zi and the coupler point at the base of Z3. On using the 

triad synthesis procedure and specifying the coupler displacements to be zero, we can 

design a four-bar function generation mechanism. 

The five-bar mechanism (Fig. 2) can be designed by reducing it to a combination 

of a dyad and a triad. Links Zi, Zg, Z3 constitute the triad, and Z4, Z5 form the 

dyad. The dyad and triad are designed independently and then connected to obtain 

the desired five-bar mechanism. 

The Stephenson III type six-bar mechanism and the Watt II type mechanism are 

shown in Fig. 3. The Stephenson III mechanism consists of the triad Zi, Zg, Z3 and 

a pair of dyads Z4, Z5 and Zg, Z7. The Watt II mechanism can be designed by the 

synthesis of the four-bar motion generating mechanism (Z4, Z5, Ze and Z7). From 

that we obtain the 7y's corresponding to the prescribed precision points. With those 

and the specified if^j values, the triad Zi, Za, Z3 is designed in a manner similar to 

the four bar function generating mechanism. 

Thus, most complex mechanisms can be broken into components consisting of 

dyads and triads. Dyad synthesis, as mentioned previously, has been addressed by a 

number of authors, and triad synthesis is considered here. 
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Figure 1: Four-bar function generating mechanism 

Figure 2: Five-bar mechanism 
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Figure 3: Stephenson III and Watt II six-bar mechanisms 
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DISPLACEMENT EQUATIONS FOR A TRIAD 

A triad in two finitely separated positions is shown in Fig. 4. The angular 

displacements Vj and 7y are specified along with the coupler displacements, 5j's. 

The loop closure equation for the triad can be written, using complex numbers, as 

follows: 

- 1) + Z3(e4 - 1) - Zzie'^j -1) = ^ (1) 

Eq. (1) is expressed as two independent equations by separating the real and 

imaginary terms. In doing so we end up with the following: 

Zi^^cosijjj - 1) - Ziysinipj + Z2x{coal3j - 1) - Z2ysin0j 

- - 1) + Ziiysin-^j = Sjj. 

Ziyicosi'j  ~ 1) + Ziy,3inil>j + Z2y{cos(3j -  I) + Z2xSin(3j 

- Z^yicosyj - 1) - Z^x^irifj = Sjy (2) 

By treating cos0j  and s in /S j  as two independent variables, C0j  and S/3 j  re

spectively, and by introducing the constraint relationship {CfS'j + 5/3? = 1), we can 

reduce the above equations to polynomial form with and fj values specified: 

Fj—l  =  2Ajs in ip j  — 2Bj{cos i l>j  — 1)  +  Dj  (3) 

where j = 2 to n, and 

~ ^2x^ ly  ~  ̂ 2y^ lx  ^ ly^ jx  ~  ̂ Ix^ jy  (co<s7j — ~ ^Zy^ \x \  

— s i r i ' y j [Z^yZ^y  + Z-^x^Zx\  

-  ^Ix"^  ^ ly ' ^  ^2x^ lx  +^2y^ ly  +^lx^ jx  +^ly^ jy  

+ {cos f j  — l ) [Z^ jy^ \x  "t"  ^Zy^ ïy \  "t"  ^ ^ ' ' ^ I j i ^Zx^ ly  ~  ^Zy^ lx]  
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= ^^2x^ jx  +  ̂ ^2y^ jy+^jx+^jy  

+ 2{cos i j  -  l)[Zga;Z2a;  +  +  ̂ Zx^ jx  +  ̂ Zy^ jy  ~  ̂ 3x  ~  ̂ 3y^  

+ 2 sin7j[Z3a;^2y ~ ^3y^2x + ̂ Zx^jy ~ ^Zy^jx\ 

Replacement of the variables Z2x and Z2y by polar R and 6 variables is helpful 

for obtaining the solution curves. The newly defined variables correspond to the 

distance and orientation of the vector connecting the fixed pivot of the triad and the 

coupler point in its initial configuration, as indicated in Fig. 5. The relationship 

between these variables and the link vectors can be written as: 

^2® = + Zga; -

Z2y =  Rsinê  + -  Ziy  (4) 

Substituting for Z2x and Z2y in Eq. (3) and rearranging the terms, we obtain: 

Fj^ l  = Ai j{Z2xZix  +Z^yZiy)  + A2j{Z^xZiy  -  Z: iyZix)  +A^jZ^x  

+ Aj^jZ^yA^jZ^j, + A^jZ^y + A'jj (5) 

where j = 2 to n, and 

Ajj = —2sinil^j3infj — 2cosil) jcos'^j + 2 

Agj = 2s in-4>jCosf j  — 2cos^ js in 'y j  

Az j  =  2(cos ' ) i j  — l )RcosO + 2003"/ jS j^  +  2s in f jS jy  +  2s in 'y j  Rs inê  

A^ j  =  2{cos f j  — l )Rs in9  + 2cosy jS jy  — 2s in j jS j j ,  — 2s in f jRco39 

A^j  =  -2s in4>j{Rsin$  + 6jy)  — 2{cos ip j  — l ) {Rcos9  + 6j^ )  — 26  

Aq j  = 2sin i l ' j {RcosO +  Sj^ , )  -  2{cos i j^ j  -  l){Rs ind  +  8jy)  -  26jy  

A j j  = 2Rco306jy ,  4- 2Rsin$6jy  +  6^^ ,  +  6^y  
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Figure 4: A triad in two finitely separated positions 
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Figure 5: Triad showing the newly defined variables ( R  and $) 
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DISPLACEMENT EQUATIONS FOR A DYAD 

Fig. 6 shows a dyad in two finitely separated positions. The kinematic equations 

from the loop closure equation are expressed as [Subbian and Flugrad, 1989a]; 

= 2Ajs inaj  +  2Bj(l — cosaj )  +  Dj  (6) 

where j  =  2  to  n, and 

Aj - WxVy -  WyVx +  VySj j ,  -  VxSjy  

Bj = Vx + Vy + WxVx + WyVy + VxSjj ,  + VySjy 

Dj = 2WxSjj ,  + 2Wy8jy + s ' j j ,  + s ' jy 

Figure 6: A dyad in two finitely separated positions 
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FIVE POSITION TRIAD SYNTHESIS USING CONTINUATION 

METHODS 

Five position motion generation with prescribed timing problems result in four 

second degree polynomial equations in six unknowns. These equations are obtained 

for j = 2,3,4 and 5 in Eq. (5). The unknowns are then Ziy, Z^y, R and 

ê, when the linear and angular displacements, 6j, fj, are specified. Since the 

number of unknowns exceeds the number of equations by two, the system has two 

infinities of solutions. 

On fixing R and 0 a system of four equations in four unknowns is obtained. 

Solu t ion of these four equations will result in points on the solution curves. R and $ 

were selected as the free choices to enable the designer to position the fixed pivot at 

a convenient location with respect to the coupler point. 

Once specific points on the solution curves are obtained, the curves are traced 

by freeing the variables R and 9, one at a time, and by using a continuation method 

to solve the set of four equations in five unknowns. The methods used to solve the 

five position triad synthesis problem are outlined in the sections to follow. 

To solve 4 equations in 4 unknowns 

The system under consideration can be solved using a traditional 1-homogeneous 

homotopy, or a modified and more efficient homotopy. Since we are dealing with four 

polynomial equations, each of degree two, a total of 16 (2^) paths must be tracked to 

obtain all the solutions when using a 1-homogeneous homotopy. In order to obtain 

a computationally efficient homotopy, the triad equations were solved for randomly 

chosen linear and angular displacements using the 1-homogeneous homotopy. Twelve 
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of the sixteen paths tracked resulted in solutions at infinity, and four complex solu

tions in conjugate pairs were obtained. 

Upon expressing Eqs. (5) in 2 homogeneous form (refer to Appendix A) by 

grouping and Z^y as one set of variables and Zgg. and Z^y as the other, we 

can show that the Bezout number for the system is 6. This eliminates 10 of the 16 

paths. A projective transformation was incorporated (refer to Appendix A), and the 

system of equations was solved for the arbitrary set of precision points. Transforming 

the solutions back to the original system, four finite solutions and two solutions at 

infinity were obtained. 

The 1-homogeneous and 2-homogeneous homotopies indicate that the number 

of solutions of finite magnitude is 4 for the five position triad synthesis problem. 

Of these four solutions, depending on the prescribed precision points and the free 

choices, the number of real solutions will be zero, two or four. The procedure is 

set up using a secant homotopy requiring only four starting points. The homotopy 

function has the following form: 

H(y,() = (l-()oe^(^G(y) + (F(y) (7) 

where, H represents the n homotopy functions 

y is the n vector of variables 

t is the homotopy parameter 

<T is a randomly chosen angle 

a is a randomly chosen constant 

F is the system of n equations to be solved 

G is the start system of n equations similar to F 
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The formulation used here along with other formulations are discussed in detail by 

Wampler et al. [1990] (refer to Appendix B). 

The system solved using the 2-homogeneous homotopy was used as the start 

system, G(i/) = 0, for future synthesis problems. It was observed through a number 

of examples that the two solutions at infinity for the start system always resulted 

in solutions at infinity for the target system, F{y) = 0. Thus these two paths could 

be dropped. This formulation decreased the CPU time drastically because of the 

reduction of the number of paths from 16 to 4, and because the start system closely 

resembled the system of equations to be solved. 

The solution procedure is not complete without a path tracking scheme. An 

approach utilizing the so-called basic differential equations (BDEs) was used for path 

tracking [Subbian and Flugrad, 1989a, 1989b, and Garcia and Zangwill, 1981] as the 

homotopy parameter, t, was varied from 0 to 1. The differential equations used for 

pa th  t racking  a re  obta ined  as  fo l lows:  dZi^ /d t ,  dZiy /d t ,  dZ^^ /d t  and dZ^y/d t  =  

{{ — l}^'^^det(DHyj))/Den for j = 1,2,3,4, respectively. The det{DH^jj) represents 

the determinant of the extended Jacobian matrix, DH, with the jth column deleted, 

and Den is the determinant with the fifth column deleted. 

By integrating these differential equations between the limits of 0 and 1, with the 

four solutions of the start system as initial conditions, we move from the solutions of 

the start system toward the solutions of the system of equations under consideration. 

A variable step Adam's method was used to carry out the integration with an error 

tolerance of 10"^, and the solutions were refined at ( == 1 using Newton's method. Of 

the solutions obtained, only the real solutions were useful for triad synthesis. These 

real solutions were used to trace the solution curves described in the following section. 
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To solve 4 equations in 5 unknowns 

Once discrete points on the solution curves are obtained using an arbitrary value 

for R and the curves are generated by allowing R and 9 to vary. R and 9 are used 

instead of Zgg. and Z2y so that the designer can more conveniently position the fixed 

pivot with respect to the coupler point location in the initial configuration. The upper 

and lower limits for R are selected to place the fixed pivots at reasonable distances 

from the coupler point. The angle 9 is varied between 0 and 27r. 

The procedure to solve a system of n equations in (n + 1) unknowns is discussed 

by Subbian and Flugrad [1989a] and Morgan [1981]. The first step is to obtain 

the extended Jacobian matrix which, in the present case, is made up of the partial 

derivatives of the functions to be solved (Eq. (5)) with respect to Ziy, 

Z^y and either R ot 9 (depending on the variable to be varied). This matrix is 

used to obtain the differential equations of the variables with respect to R or 9. The 

differential equations thus generated are solved to obtain the required design curves. 

First R is varied and the differential equations are integrated with the real so

lutions from solving 4 equations in 4 unknowns as initial conditions. R was varied 

between permissible, and Rmax values, and the corresponding 

and Z^y values determined for fixed 9.  Next, specific values of R were selected be

tween the permissible limits. For these R values, the calculated Zi^, Z-^y, Zg#, Z^y 

values were used as initial conditions, and the solution curves were generated allowing 

9 to vary. This integration would generate infinities of feasible triads. 

In tracking solution curves using real solutions as initial conditions, the Jacobian 

matrix could become singular whenever the solutions go complex. Although this 

problem was a possibility it was not encountered in the examples presented here. 
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EXAMPLES 

Synthesis of a four-bar function generator 

A four-bar function generating mechanism, shown in Fig. 1, was designed to 

satisfy the relationship y = 2x^ — ® for 0 < a: < 2. The range of input angle, A^, 

was specified to be 45®, and the range of the output angle, A7, to be 90". Chebyshev 

spacing was used to obtain the precision points listed in Table 1. The displacement 

of the coupler point was set to zero to carry out function generator design. 

Table 1: Precision points for the 
design of the four-bar 
function generator 

Precision 

Point 
i ' j  

deg. deg. 
2 8.173602 -0.423306 
3 21.398769 15.662287 
4 34.623938 52.477363 
5 43.898771 85.595082 

The free choices, R and were chosen to be 3.0 and O'' respectively, and the 

continuation method was used to solve the four resulting equations in four unknowns. 

Four real solutions were obtained as listed in Table 2, Of these, solution 4 is trivial. 

Fig. 7 shows mechanism 1 of Table 2 in the five prescribed positions. 

Changing the free choice R scales the link lengths up or down, proportional to 

the change in R. Varying 6 rotates the mechanism in the x-y plane without altering 

the  l ink  lengths .  Therefore ,  the  mechanism could  be  des igned  for  any  choice  of  R 

and 6 by appropriately scaling and rotating the linkages listed in Table 2. 
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Figure 7: Triad 1 of Table 2 in the five prescribed positions 
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Table 2: Four-bar mechanisms satisfying the pre
scribed conditions (free choice R = 3.0 and 
4 = 0*) 

No. ^Ix  Zly  ^3œ 
1 3.217734 -3.068392 -0.209436 -2.274785 
2 4.735128 -2.103697 -0.279835 -0.958471 
3 9.336607 -2.764468 -0.535495 -0.519322 
4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Synthesis of a six-bar motion generating mechanism with prescribed tim

ing 

A Stephenson III type mechanism, shown in Fig. 3a, was designed for the preci

sion points listed in Table 3, The mechanism was separated into a triad (Zi,Z2,Z3) 

designed for motion generation with prescribed timing, and two dyads (Z4,Z5 and 

Zg, Z7) satisfying the motion generation specifications. 

Table 3: Precision points for the design of the 
six-bar mechanism 

Precision ^ jx  h  y V  
Point deg. deg. 

2 -0.6331 -0.5449 20.0 12.65 
3 -2.0713 -2.3566 40.0 42.65 
4 -2.5510 -3.5456 60.0 57.65 
5 -2.7720 -4.5210 80.0 67.65 

In synthesizing the triad, the free choices R and 0 were assumed to be 4.0 and 

60^, respectively. The four real solutions obtained are listed in Table 4. Next, the 

dyad Z6,Z7 was synthesized for the displacements and coupler orientations specified 
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in Table 3. Again, four feasible solutions were obtained, as listed in Table 5. Be

fore designing the Z4,Zs dyad it was required to determine the precision points by 

analyzing the triad selected from Table 4. From the analysis of the triad, when the 

triad takes on the five prescribed positions, the angular displacements, /3j's, of the 

intermediate link of the triad, and the linear displacements 5j's of the tip of link Zg 

were required. 

Solving for Cl3j  and S0j  from Eqs. (2) gives the following: 

= [Z\xZ2y[C-4^ j  - 1) - ZlyZ2ySi^ j  " Zlx^2xS^j  " " 1) 

+ ^2x^ jy] / l^2x  + ^2%/] 

C' /3 j  = [ -Zig^Z2x{C'^ j  -  I )ZiyZ2xS '^ j  -  ZixZ2yS '4 ' j  -  ZiyZ2y{Ci ' j  -  I)  

' ^^2x  + ^2y  + ^2x^ jx  + ^2y^ jy l / l ^2x  + ^2y^  (8) 

where, 

^jx = ^jx + - 1) - ̂ 3y^y 

^jy hy + ^32,(C"yj - 1) + (9) 

and cos j j ,  s iwj f j ,  cos i l>j  and s in ip j  are represented by C'^ j ,  S f j ,  C^ j  and 

respectively. The linear and angular displacements of the coupler for the synthesis of 

the Z4,Z5 dyad are obtained from Eqs. (8) and (9). 

Triad 1 of Table 4 was used to obtain the precision points for the Z4,Z5 dyad. 

The precision points are listed in Table 6, and the dyads satisfying these conditions 

are given in Table 7. Of the four dyads, dyad 1 was the same as the links ZigZg of 

the triad and therefore not useful. Each triad can be used with three useful dyads 

and in turn combined with one of the four dyads listed in Table 5, resulting in a 
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Table 4: Triads satisfying the prescribed conditions 
(free choice R = 4.0 and 6 = 

^ ^ \x  
1 -7.181273 0.623436 -7.664370 -1.761273 
2 6.672161 16.31931 4.614914 14.96745 
3 -0.863371 0.043467 -0.159152 -3.113884 
4 -10.61403 12.97098 -14.70476 12.93994 

Table 5: Dyads satisfying the prescribed 
conditions for motion generation 
problem in Table 3 (Dyad (ZejZr)) 

^6 a; ^6?/ ^Ix 
1 -0.6922 6.0224 -1.8189 -0.9641 
2 1.0795 1.0685 -0.7807 3.9692 
3 -0.0309 -0.3369 -2.5263 4.4872 
4 0.0362 1.0648 -2.0962 3.4017 
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Stephenson's six-bar mechanism satisfying the conditions prescribed in Table 3. For 

the arbitrarily chosen R and 0 values, the dyads and triads may be combined to form 

48 different six-bar mechanisms. One such six-bar mechanism formed by triad 1 of 

Table 4, dyad 1 of Table 5, and dyad 3 of Table 7, is depicted in Fig. 8. Also shown 

are the coupler in the prescribed positions and the coupler curve. 

Table 6: Precision points for dyad (Z4,Z5) 
from triad 1 of Table 4 

Precision ^ jx  ^ jy  
Point 

^ jx  ^ jy  
deg. 

2 -0.061346 -2.180604 12.98001 
3 1.149173 -7.083504 -77.28882 
4 2.500159 -9.201590 -94.16625 
5 3.606853 -10.51808 -131.4946 

Table 7: Dyads satisfying the precision 
points listed in Table 6 

No. ^4x  ^4?/ ^bx  
1 -7.18117 0.62342 1.51694 1.07942 
2 2,90116 4.81609 -3.95521 6.67584 
3 1.25730 1.84760 0.32284 4.50405 
4 -10.6034 1.12051 0.52894 0.23814 

More triad solutions were obtainable by letting R and 6 vary. First R was allowed 

to vary between 2 and 10 with 9 fixed at 60°. The Zyy, Z-^y and R values 

were  found us ing  cont inuat ion  methods  to  so lve  4  equat ions  in  5  unknowns .  Next  R 

was fixed to be 2.0 and then 10.0, and 9 was allowed to vary. The locations of the 

fixed pivot, crank pivot and coupler pivot relative to the coupler point in its initial 
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Figure 8: Six-bar mechanism formed by triad 1 of Table 4, dyad 1 of Table 5 and 
dyad 3 of Table 7 in its initial configuration along with the coupler curve 
and specified coupler orientations 
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position were plotted. These curves are shown in Figs. 9 and Figs. 10. The choice 

of R was arbitrary, and values of 2.0 and 10.0 were simply picked to demonstrate 

the procedure. By picking a fixed pivot location on Figs. 9 or 10, we would obtain 

four corresponding coupler pivot and crank pivot locations giving us the four feasible 

triad solutions for the chosen R and 6. Thus the continuation method solves the five 

position motion generation with prescribed timing problem and provides infinities of 

triads. 
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Figure 9: The triad design curves obtained for R = 2.0 
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Figure 10: The triad design curves obtained for R — 10.0 
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PART IV. 

SIX AND SEVEN POSITION TRIAD SYNTHESIS USING 

CONTINUATION METHODS 
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INTRODUCTION 

A triad consists of three links connected by two pivots and forms a part of many 

single and multi-loop mechanisms. Due to its usefulness in synthesis of mechanisms, 

the design of a triad is important. Chase et al. [1987] and Subbian and Flugrad [1990] 

have carried out triad synthesis for Ave prescribed precision points. Lin and Erdman 

[1987] have applied a compatibility linkage approach to obtain triad-Burmester curves 

for a six position synthesis problem. In their approach, Lin and Erdman varied the 

angular displacement of the intermediate link of the triad between 0 and 360® and 

solved for the angular displacement of the third link from a sixth degree polynomial 

equation. Then, for a specified intermediate link angular displacement they generated 

the Burmester curves for the triad by analyzing a ten-bar one-degree-of-freedom 

compatibility linkage. 

Here, the angular displacements of the intermediate link are eliminated from the 

equations, thereby reducing the number of equations to one per specified displace

ment. Therefore for six precision points, the number of equations is five, involving six 

unknown link dimensions. These equations are solved using continuation methods to 

generate the Burmester curves for the triads. When seven positions are prescribed, 

a finite solution set is obtained, since the number of unknowns equals the number 

of equations. This approach is an extension of the method used for five prescribed 

precision points in an earlier paper [Subbian and Flugrad, 1990]. 

The continuation method is a mathematical procedure to solve systems of non

linear polynomial equations. Recently, the method has received substantial attention 

for kinematic synthesis problems. Subbian and Flugrad [1989a and 1989b] consid

ered the design of four-bar mechanisms for path and motion generation. Morgan and 
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Wampler [1989] designed a four-bar path generation linkage for five prescribed posi

tions, and Wampler et al. [1990a] and Tsai and Lu [1989] considered nine position 

synthesis. Design of geared five-bar mechanisms was the focus of the work by Roth 

and Freudenstein [1963] and Starns and Flugrad [1990], and six-bar mechanisms were 

considered by Subbian and Flugrad [1990]. Wampler et al. [1990b] have provided an 

overview of continuation methods and its application to kinematic synthesis. 

Detailed descriptions of continuation methods have been provided by Morgan 

[1987] and Garcia and Zangwill [1981]. The use of projective transformations to 

avoid solutions at infinity was considered by Morgan [1986, 1987] and path reduc

tion schemes have been presented by Morgan and Sommese [1987a, 1987b]. Morgan 

and Sommese [1989], as well as Wampler et al. [1990b] have discussed the different 

homotopies and their relative merits. 

In the sections to follow, the displacement equations for a triad are developed 

using complex number notation. These equations are cast in polynomial form by 

eliminating the unknown angles. The equations thus obtained are solved for motion 

generation with prescribed timing involving six and seven precision points. The 

procedure is implemented in synthesizing eight-bar and geared five-bar mechanisms. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS FOR TRIAD SYNTHESIS 

The complex number approach may be used to write a loop closure equation 

for a triad in two finitely displaced positions as shown in Fig. 1. The loop closure 

equation is: 

Zi(e'^i - 1) + Z2(e4' - 1) - Z3(e'^> - 1) = (1) 

where the linear displacement of the coupler, angular displacement of the coupler, 

7j, and angular displacement of the crank, are specified. 

By breaking Eq. (1) into its real and imaginary component equations and elimi

nating the angular displacement of the intermediate link, (3j, we obtain [Subbian and 

Flugrad, 1990] 

Pj—l  =  2Ajs in '4) j  — 2Bj{cos i>j  — 1) + Dj (2) 

where j = 2 to n, and 

~ ^2x^\y ~  ̂ 2y^lx ^ly^jx ~  ̂ Ix^jy (cosjj  — ~  ̂ Sy^lxl 

^ ly '^  ^2x^ lx  +^2y^ iy-^  ^ lx^ jx  +^ly^ jy  

+ (C057j — + Z^yZ-^y]  + Si f f f j lZ^^Z^^y  — 

Dj = 2Z2x^ jx  +  '^^2y^ jy  +  ̂ ]x  +  ̂ jy  

+ 2{cos ' f j  — \ ) [Z^x^2x  "t"  ^3y^2y  ^Zx^ jx  ^Zy^ jy  ~  ̂ 3x  ~  

+ 2s in f j [Z^ j , ^2y  ~  ̂ 3y^2x  ^Zx^ jy  ~  ̂ Zy^ jx \  

In generating the triad-Burmester curves, it is helpful to replace and Z2y 

by polar coordinates R and B which locate the coupler point with respect to the fixed 
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pivot in its initial configuration, as shown in Fig. 2. The relationship between R ,  6  

and Z2x, ^2y is: 

Z2x = RcosO + Z^x  -  Zix  

Z2y  = RsinS  + Z^ -  Z-^y  (3) 

Substitution of ^2® Zoy into Eq. (2), followed by rearrangement yields 

+^4j(^3y^ ly  +  ̂ Zx^ lx)  + ̂bj^^Zx  + Hj^^Zy  

+ A j j Z i y  +  A q j Z i j ,  +  A g j R  +  A l O j Z ^ x  +  M l j ^ Z y  +  ̂ 1 2 j  ( 4 )  

where ji = 2 to n, and 

Aij = 2cosôs in ip j  — 2s in6 {cosipj  — 1) 

~ A 2 j  = —2sin0s iml>j  — 2co3${co3ip j  — 1) 

A^j = 2cos 'y j s in i l>j  — 2s in 'y jCos ip j  

A^j = —2sin 'f jsin'ipj  — 2cos^jCosil ' j  + 2 

A^j = 2 {cosfj  — l)cosO + 2s in j j s in6  

A qj  =  2{cos '^ j  — l ) s inO — 2s in f jCos& 

A j j  = 2Sj j , s in i .>j  — 2SjyC03ip j  

Agj  =  —26jys in i j j j  — 2Sj^cos7l>j  

A^j = 26jxCosd + 26jys inê  

^lOj = 26^'zcoa'yj + 26jys in 'y j  

^ 1 1  j  =  ^ ^ j y < ^ o s f j - 2 6 j x s i n ' r j  

^12 j = + ^ jy  
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Figure 1: A triad in two finitely separated positions 

Z 

Figure 2: Triad showing the newly defined variables (A and g) 
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In the above equations, the linear displacement, of the base of vector Z3, 

angular displacement, fj, of the vector Z3, and angular displacement, ipj, of vector 

Zi from the initial configuration are specified. The unknowns to be solved for are 

the link vector Zi, link vector Z3, radius of fixed pivot from coupler point R and its 

angular orientation 0. The maximum number of unknowns in Eq. (4) are 6 and so 

the number of specified displacements should be < 6 and the limit on the number of 

prescribed precision points is 7. 

Thus, for six position synthesis, the set of equations obtained from Eq. (4) for 

j = 2,3,4,5,6 is solved to obtain the triads. Here the number of unknowns is 6 and 

the number of equations is 5. An arbitrary value is assigned for 6 and points on 

the triad-Burmester curves are determined. These points are later used to trace the 

Burmester curves by allowing 9 to vary. 

For seven position triad synthesis the set of equations obtained from Eq. (2) for 

j = 2,3,4,5,6,7 is solved for the variables, Ziy, Z2X1 Z2y> ^3®' Here, 

since there are 6 equations involving 6 unknowns, a finite solution set is obtained. 
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SIX POSITION SYNTHESIS 

For six position synthesis, the set of five equations determined from Eq. (4) (as 

described above) was solved by continuation. The unknowns Zi^,, Ziy, Z^^,, 

and R were determined for a specified value of 9 to obtain points on the Burmester 

curves. Then 0 was varied to generate the Burmester curves. 

To solve the system (five equations in five unknowns), CONSOL 8 [Morgan, 

1987] was used. A predictor-corrector type path tracker is used in this program in 

which the prediction step is taken along the direction of the tangent to the contin

uation curve, and Newton's method is used to correct the values back to the curve. 

Gaussian elimination is used to determine the direction of the tangent and to im

plement Newton's method. To trace the Burmester curves (to solve five equations 

in six unknowns), first order differential equations of the unknowns with respect to 

0 were determined from the extended Jacobian of the system using Cramer's rule 

[Subbian and Flugrad, 1989b, and Morgan, 1981]. These differential equations were 

solved using a variable step Adam's method and employing as initial conditions the 

real solutions of the CONSOL 8 run, where the 9 value was fixed. 

On fixing 6, the degree of each of the equations in the system is two, and thus the 

total degree of the system is 2^ = 32. If traditional 1-homogeneous homotopy is used, 

32 paths have to be tracked. If 3-homogeneous homotopy is used, the Bezout number 

of the system is 30 [Morgan and Sommese, 1987a, 1987b] indicating a reduction of 

only two in the number of paths (refer to Appendix A). Therefore, a traditional 

1-homogeneous homotopy was used to obtain the solutions after implementing a 

projective transformation to avoid solutions at infinity [Morgan, 1986, 1987]. The 
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following homotopy was used: 

H(!,,«)=(l-()G(y) + (F(î,) (5) 

d j  d  .  d j  
where Gj{y)  = pjy  J - = 0, dj  is the degree of equation Fj ,  and pj  and qj  are 

randomly chosen constants. 

Random complex displacements Sjj,, 6jy, jj and ipj were chosen and Eqs. (4) 

solved for Ziy, and E on fixing ^ to be a random complex value. Of the 

32 paths tracked, 17 resulted in solutions at infinity, and 15 paths produced complex 

solutions. Sixteen of the solutions at infinity were singular and of the three forms: 

(0,0, 0)> 0,0), OT (Zij;,Ziy, Z;jg,,Z^,0). The solutions found 

in the first and second forms were of multiplicity four, and those in the third form 

were of multiplicity eight. The unique solution was of a fourth form (0,0,0,0, A). 

All solutions at infinity should satisfy the homogeneous part of Eqs. (4), which 

is: 

^ j -1  = " ̂Zy^lx)  

+^^ j i^ iy^ ly  -  ̂Zx^ lx)  + Hj^^Zx  + ^Qj^^y  = 0 (6) 

It can be easily shown that the solutions of the first, second and fourth forms noted 

above satisfy Eq. (6) and are coefficient independent (Aij through Aqj). For 

those solutions of the third form to satisfy Eq. (6), independent of the coefficients, 

iZ^j,Ziy — Z^yZiy,) aud {Z^yZiy " Z^^Zi^) ffiust fae zero. This was observed in 

all eight solutions involved. 

Therefore, all 17 solutions found at infinity will always be at infinity (irrespective 

of the specified displacements and 9); these solutions can be eliminated by using a 
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secant homotopy (refer to Appendix B) of the following form: 

H(y,() = F(^^.,y) = 0 (7) 

where m = 1,2,...,12, j = 2,3,...,6 and 

^mj  = (8) 

in which are the coefficients of Eqs. (4) for randomly chosen complex displace

ments (solved before), and are the coefficients for the specified displacements. 

Also, in Eq. (8), <r is a random angle. Therefore, the random complex displacements 

and selected 6 used for the 1-homogeneous homotopy gave the start system for the 

secant homotopy; the 15 complex solutions obtained provided the starting poirits for 

the solution process. 

By employing secant homotopy, the CPU time declined from 7:01 minutes (for 

1-homogeneous homotopy) to 3:48 minutes in one specific example. Parameter homo

topy [Morgan and Sommese, 1989] was also implemented, resulting in more CPU time 

than that for traditional homotopy (refer to Appendix B for parameter homotopy). 

Therefore, secant homotopy was particularly advantageous. Of the 15 solutions pos

sible, at least one real solution was expected (since complex solutions appear with 

their conjugates). However, real solutions produced may be at infinity, depending on 

t h e  c h o i c e  o f  d i s p l a c e m e n t s  a n d  6 .  

The real solutions obtained are discrete points on the triad-Burmester curves. 

The solution curves are then traced by allowing 6 to vary, as mentioned previously. 

These curves represent the fixed pivot, crank pivot and coupler pivot locations relative 

to the coupler point with the triad in its initial position. 
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Table 1: Precision points for the design of 
eight-bar mechanism 

Precision ^ jx  ^ jy  y  
Point deg. deg. 

2 -2.0 0.0 18.0 30.0 
3 -4.0 0.0 36.0 60.0 
4 -6.0 0.0 54.0 90.0 
5 -8.0 0.0 72.0 120.0 
6 -10.0 0.0 90.0 150.0 

Table 2: Triads satisfying the prescribed conditions listed in 
Table 1 for 9 = 60® 

No. ^ \x  Z\y  Hx  Hy R 

1 -13.87760 -6.783088 -28.40739 -1.788351 16.42879 
2 -4.958358 -1.382021 -10.14451 -10.06671 10.30736 
3 -6.637034 -1.778388 -14.18740 -14.18740 10.0 
4 -4.651096 -1.246257 -9.677005 -9.677005 10.0 
5 -27.11246 -3.786862 -120.9407 174.1207 25.47498 
6 -21.13258 -10.99244 -86.76292 69.99115 22.18998 

Example: Synthesis of an eight-bar mechanism 

An eight-bar mechanism, shown in Fig. 3, was synthesized by considering it 

as three triads pieced together. The individual triads were designed to satisfy the 

conditions prescribed in Table 1 for the mechanism. The angular position, of the 

coupler point from the fixed pivot was chosen to be 60^. Of the fifteen solutions 

obtained, six were real, eight were complex, and one was at infinity. Table 2 lists the 

six real solutions, and Fig. 4 confirms that triad 1 of Table 2 satisfies the prescribed 

conditions. 
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Figure 3: Eight-bar mechanism 

Figure 4: Triad 1 of Table 2 in the six prescribed positions 
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Burmester curves were traced from the solutions listed in Table 2. Two sets 

of curves were obtained as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. These curves locate the fixed 

pivot, crank pivot and coupler pivot (from the coupler point) for the triad in its first 

position. Each point on the fixed pivot curve correspond to a distinct point on the 

crank pivot and coupler pivot curves, thereby providing the required triad. The triad 

shown in Fig. 4 was combined with two other triads (obtained from the Burmester 

curves) to obtain the eight-bar mechanism shown in Fig. 7. Here we see the designed 

mechanism in its initial configuration along with the coupler in its six prescribed 

positions. 

A couple of important points should be emphasized at this juncture. First, the 

generated solution curves (Burmester curves) might depend on the values chosen for 

Q. This is not true in all cases, but is a distinct possibility, since ^ is varied indirectly 

through a path variable, s. Variation of s does not ensure that we will obtain the 

solutions for all 9, ranging from 0 to 2^. For a value of say 7r/2, the solutions 

might head toward infinity or become complex, so we are unable to trace a portion 

of the curve. Normally, the designer will restrict his search to a certain range of 6 

and so this might not be an important factor. 

The second point is that $ need be varied only between 0 and tt since, due to 

the method used to define R and 0, solutions (ot  0 + ir are the same as those at 6 

with  a  negat ive  R.  
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Figure 5: Triad Burmester curves for the precision points given in Table 1 (curve 1) 

Figure 6: Triad Burmester curves for the precision points given in Table 1 (curve 2) 
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Figure 7; Eight-bar mechanism in its initial configuration along with the coupler 
the subsequent positions 
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SEVEN POSITION SYNTHESIS 

For a seven position synthesis problem, six displacements are specified. In this 

case, it is easier to apply secant homotopy and also to identify the solutions at infinity 

for Eq. (2) rewritten as follows: 

+ + + ^lî/) + ^3j(^2a;^3a: + ^2î/%î/) + 

hj i^2y^2x  - ̂2x^3y)  + Hji^x^Zx  + ̂l y^Zy)  + 

hj i^ ly^3x  ~  ̂ Ix^Zy)  + hj i^ lx^2x  + ̂l y^2y)  + 
hj i^ lyhx  -  hx^2y)  + hj^Zx  + h^j^y  

+hlj^2x + h2j^2y + hzj^lx + hij^ly + &15j (9) 

where j  =  2,3,4,5,6,7 and. 

b- j^ j  = — 2(cos7j — 1) 

b2j  — —2{cos ip j  — 1) 
hj  = -h j  

b^j  =  2s in-y j  

b^ j  = —2[{co3 ' i j  — l)(coaV'j — 1) + s in f j s in ip j]  

b%j  — 2[{cos f j  — \ ) s in i l ) j  — [cos i l ) j  — l ) s in ' i j ]  

h j  = h j  

bgj  =  2s in ip j  

h j  = 2[(co67^-  - l )S j j ,  + s inj jS jy]  

ho j  = 2[(co57y  -  l)6 jy  -  sin- ( j8 jy , ]  

h l j  = 

bi2 j  =  2Sjy  

hz j  = -2{{cos4) j  - l )6 jy ;  + s in i>jS jy]  

hAj  = -  {cos ip j  -  1)5^^]  

^15; = ^ jx  + ^ jy  
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The degree of each of Eqs. (9) is two. Therefore, the total degree of the system 

is 2® = 64. On expressing the system in 2- or 3- homogeneous forms, the Bezout 

number of the system is greater than 64. Hence, a 1-homogeneous form was used 

to solve the equations for which 64 paths had to be tracked. CONSOL 8 [Morgan, 

1987] was used. The start system and homotopy given by Eq. (5) was applied after 

carrying out a projective transformation. 

Random complex displacements jj and V'j were chosen, and Eqs. (9) were 

solved to identify the number of solutions at infinity and their form. The number 

of coefficient independent solutions at infinity was 47. These solutions were in the 

following five forms: (0, 0, Z2x, Z2y, 0, 0), {Zi^, Z^x, ^3x' -*^3zX 

(^1®' ^Z\x i  ^1x1  ^^2x1  ^3®' ^^3®)' (^1®' ^It/' ~^1®' ®)' (®» 0, ^2®» 

Z2yi Z^xi ^2j/)' These solutions should satisfy the homogeneous part of Eqs. (9), 

which is: 

1 = hj i^3® + hj (^Ix  + •^lJ/) + hj (^2®^3® + ̂ 2y^Zy ) + 

^4j(^2j/^3® ~ ^2®^3j/) %j(^l®^3® Z\y^Zy)  

^Qj i^ ly^Sx  ~  ̂ Ix^Zy)  ^7_/(^l®^2® 

hj^^lyZ2x - •2'l®^2y) (10) 

It is easily shown that forms 1, 2 and 3 above satisfy Eqs. (10) independent of 

the  coef f ic ien ts  (b^y ' s ) .  Forms 4  and  5  are  ver i f ied  for  bj j  = and b^j  = —bij .  

Of the 64 paths tracked for random complex displacements, 47 solutions at 

infinity and 17 complex solutions were obtained. Among the solutions at infinity, 

forms 1, 4 and 5 had a multiplicity of 3, and solution forms 2 and 3 had a multiplicity 

of 19. These solutions at infinity have no physical meaning, as they are coefficient 

independent and singular. Also, the 47 solutions at infinity are always present since 
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they are not dependent on the choice of displacements. A secant homotopy (refer 

to Appendix B) was used to eliminate these 47 solutions and to obtain the useful 

solutions by tracking the remaining 17 complex solutions. 

A secant homotopy was implemented with the system of equations solved using 

random displacements as the start system. The homotopy function had the following 

form: 

= ^{bijiZmn) (11) 

where, m = 1,2,3; n = x, j/; i = 1,2,..., 15; j  =  2,3,..., 7 and 

= (1  -  + tb j j  (12)  

in which, b^j are coefficients of Eqs. (9) for displacements chosen randomly and bjj 

are coefficients of Eqs. (9) for the prescribed displacements. The parameter cr is a 

random angle. The CPU for one particular run was 24.3 minutes for a 1-homogeneous 

homotopy, and 9.7 minutes for a secant homotopy. 

In the following section, the secant homotopy formulation is used to design a 

geared five-bar mechanism for seven position path generation. 

Example: Synthesis of a geared five-bar mechanism 

A geared five-bar mechanism shown in Fig. 8 was designed for path generation. 

The mechanism can be designed by considering the dyad and triad independently. 

The ZéfZs dyad can be assigned arbitrary values and the inverse kinematics of the 

dyad can be carried out (as if it were a planar two link robot) to determine the 

angular positions and <f>j of the links so that the end of link Z5 will pass through 

the specified precision points. 
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Table 3: Precision points for the 
design of geared five-bar 
mechanism 

Precision 

Point 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

5.0 5.0 
4.5980762 6.5 

3.5 7.5980762 
2.0 8.0 
1.0 8.0 
0.0 8.0 

-1.0 8.0 

The linear displacements, 5j's, of the coupler are specified and its angular dis

placements, 7j's, are determined by analyzing the dyad. The angular displacements 

of the links Zi and Z4 are related through the gear ratio. With the (f>j values from 

the inverse kinematic analysis of the dyad, the ipj values of the triad are determined. 

By synthesizing a triad which satisfies these conditions and pairing it with the dyad, 

the geared five-bar mechanism that satisfies the prescribed conditions is obtained. 

A geared five-bar mechanism was designed to pass through the precision points 

listed in Table 3. The length of the dyad members were chosen to be 5.0 and 6.0 for 

Z4 and Z5 respectively. The inverse kinematics of the dyad was carried out for this 

dyad to obtain the angular positions of the links as the mechanism passes through the 

prescribed points. One set of angular displacements obtained (two sets are possible) 

is listed in Table 4. The displacements to be satisfied by the triad are obtained by 

subtracting the initial linear and angular positions from the subsequent positions. 

Table 5 lists the precision points obtained for a gear ratio of -1. 
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Table 4: Angular disp. ob
tained from in
verse kinematics 
of dyad 

No. 
"̂ 3 
deg. deg. 

1 101.5270 0.96307 
2 103.5743 15.8594 
3 110.4334 29.0418 
4 122.2365 38.9362 
5 130.8243 44.6469 
6 138.5092 51.3752 
7 145.0743 58.8969 

Table 5: Precision points to be satisfied by the triad 

Precision ^ jx  ^ j y  A7j 

<1 

Point 
^ jx  ^ j y  

deg. deg. 
2 -0.4019 1.5 14.8964 -2.04730 
3 -1.50 2.5981 28.0787 -8.90640 
4 -3.0 3.0 37.9732 -20.7095 
5 -4.0 3.0 43.6838 -29.2973 
6 -5.0 3.0 50.4121 -36.9822 
7 -6.0 3.0 57.9338 -43.5473 
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Table 6: Triads satisfying the prescribed conditions listed in 
Table 5 

No. Zlx  Z iy  ^2x  Z2y  ^3® ^3« 
1 3.3472 2.0614 5.9650 14.179 -6.3007 -0.7672 
2 10.214 -7.5964 -1.3062 -1.5409 -4.2831 2.1192 
3 7.7752 -0.5528 0.6729 -2.4586 -6.8368 2.9584 
4 1.7989 -5.0683 3.4770 -0.3569 -3.5568 -0.4093 
5 1.9698 -1.3611 0.1294 -0.4160 -5.1192 -1.8455 
6 2.3679 -1.0150 0.1498 -0.5908 -5.0484 -2.3776 
7 -1.5815 -0.2727 -6.0948 9.6426 -6.2174 0.2629 
8 -0.0256 0.0054 -1.0450 4.9773 -6.0012 -0.0877 
9 -4.5546 -2.2067 942.10 -459.17 -5.9882 -0.1059 

Secant homotopy was used to synthesize the triad satisfying the conditions given 

in Table 5. Of the 17 starting points, 9 solutions were real and 8 were complex. Only 

the real solutions listed in Table 6 are useful. Even among those, triads 8 and 9 

are not useful because they degenerate to the Z4, Z5 dyad. Triad 1 of Table 6 

coupled with the dyad is shown in Fig. 9 in its initial position along with the coupler 

orientations in the subsequent positions. Similarly, each of triads 2 through 7 can be 

combined with the dyad to obtain a geared five-bar mechanism which passes through 

the seven points specified in Table 3. 
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Figure 8: Geared five-bar mechanism 

Figure 9: Five-bar mechanism obtained by combining triad 1 of Table 6 with the 
arbitrarily chosen dyad 
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PART V. 

USE OF CONTINUATION METHODS FOR KINEMATIC 

SYNTHESIS 
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INTRODUCTION 

Kinematic synthesis of linkages is restricted to a few precision points and mech

anism configurations due partly to the lack of adequate numerical procedures. The 

kinematic equations can be developed for these problems, and the maximum num

ber of precision points can be determined on the basis of the number of unknowns. 

Closed-form solutions for these equations are impossible for many synthesis problems 

which necessitates the use of numerical techniques. The numerical procedures cur

rently popular, Newton-Raphson, conjugate gradient, generalized reduced gradient, 

and steepest descent, need good solution estimates to start the process and will not 

assure a complete solution set. This calls for a continuation methôd which does not 

require any initial guesses and provides all the solutions for systems of polynomial 

equations. As many kinematic synthesis problems can be expressed in polynomial 

form, continuation can be effectively used to solve them. 

An example which illustrates the above concept is the synthesis of a four-bar 

path generation mechanism for five precision positions. Continuation methods can 

effectively solve this problem providing a solution set in its entirety as demonstrated 

by Subbian and Flugrad [1989a] as well as Morgan and Wampler [1989]. 

Application of a type of continuation method for kinematic synthesis was first 

cons ide red  by  Ro th  and  Freudens te in  [1963] .  They  t e rmed  the i r  t echn ique  the  boo t 

strap method. Since then until recently, no further effort has been focused on its 

use for mechanism design due to its complexity and the lack of adequate computing 

facilities. Researchers such as Morgan and Sommese [1989] , and Garcia and Zangwill 

[1981] have made the procedure more efficient and easier to implement. These ad

vancements and the developments in computer technology have made the application 
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of continuation methods for kinematic synthesis feasible. 

Subbian and Flugrad [1989a, 1989b, 1990] have applied the procedure to syn

thesize planar four-bar path, motion, and function generation mechanisms and pla

nar six-bar motion generation mechanisms with prescribed timing. Wampler et al. 

[1990a] have presented an overview of various homotopies and their application for 

kinematic synthesis. Morgan and Wampler [1989] solved the planar four-bar path 

generation problem for five precision positions and Tsai and Lu [1989] extended it 

to nine positions using a cheater's homotopy. Wampler et al. [1990b] obtained a 

complete solution set for the nine position problem using a traditional coefficient pa

rameter homotopy. Starns and Flugrad [1990] considered geared five-bar mechanisms 

in their work. Therefore, in the past two years a considerable amount of work has 

been carried out to establish the fact that continuation methods can be effectively 

used for kinematic synthesis of mechanisms. 

The objective of this paper is to provide a detailed illustration of the steps 

involved in solving a kinematic synthesis problem using continuation. This is achieved 

through a seven position triad synthesis example and a five position revolute-spherical 

(R-S) dyad synthesis. 
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THE CONTINUATION METHOD 

Continuation is a mathematical procedure that can be used to solve systems 

of polynomial equations. A detailed description of the procedure is provided in 

Morgan [1987], Garcia and Zangwill [1981], and Morgan [1986a]. To solve a system 

of polynomial equations, F(®) = 0, we choose a simple system, G(œ) = 0, which is 

easy to solve. We then define a homotopy function by combining these two sets of 

equations using the homotopy parameter, t, as follows: 

H(a;,() = (1 — + (F(a;) = 0 (1) 

Depending on the choice of G(®) and the manner in which it is combined with F{x), 

we can term the homotopy as a coefficient homotopy, parameter homotopy or secant 

homotopy. 

In Eq.(l), as t  is incremented from 0 to 1, we move away from the solutions of 

the start system, G(a;) = 0, to that of the target system, F(a:) = 0. The number of 

paths tracked will be equal to the total degree of the system [Morgan, 1987]. The 

solutions of the target system may take on either finite or infinite values. Projective 

transformation can be used to transform the solutions at infinity to be finite [Morgan, 

1986b, 1987]. Some of the extraneous paths, which result in solutions at infinity, can 

be eliminated by taking advantage of the m-homogeneous structure of the target 

system. Morgan and Sommese [1987a, 1987b] discuss the procedure to identify the 

structure of the equations and to utilize projective transformation to avoid solutions 

at infinity for such systems. 

Moreover, using a secant homotopy or parameter homotopy, we can eliminate the 

coefficient independent solutions at infinity for the m-homogeneous systems. Morgan 
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and Sommese [1989] and Wampler et al. [1990a] consider the various homotopies 

available and their advantages and disadvantages. 

In sections to follow, continuation methods will be utilized to solve two kine

matic synthesis problems, one planar and one spatial. A detailed description of the 

procedure along with the path reduction technique used to minimize the number of 

paths is also provided. 
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SEVEN POSITION TRIAD SYNTHESIS 

Synthesis of single and multi-loop mechanisms can be carried out by considering 

them as combinations of dyads and triads. For example, a triad might be utilized 

for motion generation with prescribed timing. Fig. 1 shows a triad in two finitely 

separated positions. The input angles, V'j's» the coupler angles, 7j's, and the dis

placements, (Jj's, are to be specified, and the link vectors, Zi, Zg, and Z3, are to be 

determined. Synthesis of such triads for five prescribed positions has been considered 

by Chase et al. [1987] as well as by Subbian and Flugrad [1990]. Lin and Erdman 

[1987] have addressed the six precision position case, and the seven position synthesis 

problem is considered here. 

Development of equations 

Equations should be developed and expressed in polynomial form because con

tinuation assures a complete solution set only for polynomials. The loop closure 

equation for the triad can be written using complex numbers involving the unknowns 

shown in Fig. 1. One complex equation or two scalar equations are obtained for 

each displacement from the initial configuration. The intermediate angle, j3j, can 

be eliminated between the two scalar equations to obtain a single scalar equation 

for each displacement. Eq. (2) gives the displacement equation, the development of 

which is discussed in Subbian and Flugrad [1990]. 

f j—l  =  '2Ajs in i l ' j  -  2Bj{cos i l> j  — 1) + Dj  (2) 

where j = 2,3,4,5,6,7 and 
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Figure 1; A triad in two finitely displaced positions 
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-  ^2x^ ly  -  ̂2y^ lx  + ^ ly^ j x  " ̂ I x^ j y  + (co^Tj - ̂J i ^Sx^ ly  ~  ̂ Zy^ lx \  

s in - f j lZ iyZ^y  + Zl j jZ^g . ]  

-  ^ Ix  + ̂l y  + ̂2x^ lx  + ̂2y^ ly  + ̂I x^ j x  + ̂l y ^ j y  

+{cos^ j  -  l ) [Z^ j .Z i j ,  +  Z^yZ iy]  +  s iny j [Z^g .Z iy  -  Z^yZi j . ]  

D j  =  2 Z 2 x S j x  +  2^2y^jî/ +  ̂ j x  +  ̂ j y  

+2{co57j - \ ) [Z^^Z2x  + ^3y^2y  + ̂ Zx^ jx  + ̂ Zy^ jy  ~  ̂ 3x  ~  ̂ 3y^  

+2s in ' ^ j [Z^x^2y  "  ̂Zy^2x  + Hx^ jy  ~  ̂ Zy^ jx \  

For a seven position synthesis problem, six sets of linear and angular displace

ments are specified. Six equations are thus obtained for the specified displacements 

which are used to solve for the six unknowns, Zjj., Ziy, Z23., ^2t/' ^Zx ^Zy 

This is the maximum number of displacements that can be specified for precision 

position synthesis. 

Eq. (2) is rewritten as follows to make it easier to apply secant and parameter 

homotopies: 

^ j - l  =  h j  (  ^Zx  +  +  h j  (  ̂ \ x  +  ̂ l y )  +  h j  (  ^2x  ̂ Zx  +  ̂ 2y  ̂ Zy  )  

+^4 ; (^2 t /^3® -  ̂2x^Zy)  + h j i ^ l x^Zx  +  ̂ l y ^Zy)  

^hji^ly^Zx - ̂Ix^Zy) + hji^lx^2x + ^ly^2y) 

+hj i ^ l y^2x  -  ̂l x^2y )  +  Hjhx  +  ho j^y  

+hlj^2x + h2j^2y + hZj^lx + h^j^ly + ̂ 15; (3) 

where j  = 2,3,4,5,6,7 and, 

b^ j  =  —2{cos f j  — 1) 

62 J  =  —2{cos i l ' j  — 1) 

h j  =  -h j  

b^ j  =  2s in ' j / j  
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h i  
= -2[(co57j — l ) {cos t (> j  - 1) + s iwy ja in ip j ]  

h j  
= 2[(cos7j - l )a in t f ) j  — [cos ip j  — l )3 in ' y j ]  
= 

h j  

l )a in t f ) j  — [cos ip j  — l )3 in ' y j ]  

h j  
= 2s in f f j j  

h j  
= 2[(co57j - ^ )^ j x  

ho j  
= 2[{c03 ' f j  -

h i j  
= 

25ja: 

h2 j  
= 

hs j  
= —2[{cos i j ; j  - \ )8 j ^  + s in i } j6 jy ]  

h4 j  
= 2[s in i ) j6 j ^  1 - [coa^ j  - l)6^y] 

1̂5; 
= 

+ ̂j y  

The objective is to solve this system of six equations in six unknowns using 

continuation. First, however, we must determine the structure of these equations 

and the number of paths to be tracked. 

Number of paths 

The number of paths to be tracked depends on the structure of the system of 

equations to be solved. If the system is m-homogeneous, the number of paths can be 

reduced. To apply the full continuation method (traditional 1-homogeneous homo-

topy), the system of equations has to be considered as a 1-homogeneous structure. 

The number of paths to be tracked for a 1-homogeneous system is equal to the total 

degree of the equations. 

For the case being considered here, the degree of each of the six equations is 

2 (refer to Eqs. (3)). Therefore, the total degree of the system is 2® = 64. When 

expressed in 2- or 3-homogeneous forms the Bezout number of the system is greater 

than 64. So, the 1-homogeneous form is best for the present problem, and this 
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involves the use of the full continuation method with 64 paths. 

Projective transformation 

Systems of polynomials with solutions at infinity are common. These solutions 

result in divergent homotopy paths which have to be identified and aborted. This 

is a major concern and it would be beneficial if this problem could be avoided. The 

existence of the solutions at infinity is identified by solving the homogeneous part 

of Eq. (3), which is obtained by retaining the terms of highest degree (two in the 

present case) and dropping the remaining terms. 

+ ^3y) + + ^Ij^) + ^3j(^2a:^3a: + ^2î/^3î/) 

~  ̂ Ix^Zy^  ^7 j ^^ l x^2x  ^ \ y^2y )  

hji^ly^2x - ̂ lx^2y) (4) 

If the solutions at infinity are coefficient independent, the Ziy, 

and values that satisfy Eq. (4) fall into one of the following five categories: 

Case 1; = Z\y = Z^x = Z^y = 0, Z2x and Z2y are finite. 

Case 2: Ziy = -iZi^,, Z2y = -(Zg, and Z^ = -iZg,.. 

Case 3: Ziy - iZi^, Z2y = iZ2x and Z^y = iZg,. 

Case 4: Zgz = -^Iz, ^2j/ = -^ly and = Zg^ = 0. 

Case 5: Z^^ — Ziy = 0, Zg^. = Z2x and Zg^ = 

It can easily be shown that cases 1, 2 and 3 satisfy Eqs. (4) independent of the 

coefficients (fcj-j's). Cases 4 and 5 can be verified for bjj = b2j and b^j = re
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spectively. Because the above five groups of solutions are independent of the specified 

displacements, they will always be present. 

Projective transformation is implemented by selecting a homogeneous variable, 

Zo, and making the substitutions, Zmn ZmnIZo with, m = 1,2,3 and n = 

x,y. Substituting Zmn into Eqs. (.3) and multiplying by Zq, we get the following 

homogeneous form: 

1  =  +  h j  (  +  •^ l y  )  +  h j  i ^2x  +  ̂ 2y  Hy  )  

+hji^2y^Sx ~ Z2xZZy) + Hji^lx^Zx + ^ly^Zy) 

+^6; (^ l î / ^3a;  ~ ^ Ix^Zy)  + h j i ^ l x^2x  + ^ ly^2y )  

h j i ^ l y^2x  -  ̂l x^2y )  + Hj^Zx^o  + b iQjZ^yZo  

+hlj^2x^o + bi2jZ2yZo + + bi^jZiyZo + hbj^o (5) 

Eqs. (5) represent a system of 6 equations in 7 unknowns. Therefore, the 

following formula is added which makes Zq an implicit function of the other variables. 

Pl^lx + Pi^iy + PzZ^x + /'4^2î/ + ^5^3® + P&^Zy + P7^o = 10 (6) 

where the /o^s are randomly chosen complex constants. 

Eq. (6) can be used to eliminate Zq from Eqs. (5), or Eq. (6) can be solved 

along with Eqs. (5) (7 equations in 7 unknowns). The latter approach was used 

to solve the problem at hand. The addition of an extra equation does not affect 

the number of paths in this case since its degree is one. The computer program, 

CONSOL 8 [Morgan, 1987], was modified, and the system of equations was solved for 

seven random complex precision positions. The original variables are then ultimately 

retrieved from the solutions by use of the transformation, Zmn = ZmntZo-
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Path tracking 

CONSOL 8 uses a predictor-corrector type path tracker. First, the tangent 

to the continuation curve at the current location is determined and a variable step 

is taken in this direction. The values are then corrected back to the curve using a 

Newton's method. Gaussian elimination is used to determine the direction of tangent 

(for the prediction) and to implement Newton's correction. A detailed description of 

the path tracking mechanism is provided in Morgan [1987]. Predictor-corrector and 

other types of path trackers are discussed in Garcia and Zangwill [1981]. 

Start system 

The start system available on CONSOL 8 was used for the full continuation 

(traditional 1-homogeneous homotopy). This system has the following form: 

where k  = 1,2,...,6; m = 1,2,3 and n  =  x ,y .  In the above equations, pf^ and % 

are independently chosen complex constants, and df^, is the degree of each of the 

equations to be solved. This start system was used for the initial runs to establish a 

subsequent start system for the secant homotopy. 

Solutions for random displacements 

Eqs. (5) and Eq. (6) were solved for a random set of angular displacements, 

7j's and ^^s, linear displacements, <5j's, and /9^'s. The full continuation was used 

and 64 paths were tracked. A total of 17 complex solutions and 47 solutions at 

infinity were obtained for the original system (Eq. (3)), after transformation. Of the 
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solutions at infinity, cases 1, 4 and 5 had three each and cases 2 and 3 had 19 each. 

The solutions at infinity are all singular and coefficient independent. Therefore, they 

have no physical meaning. A secant homotopy can be used leaving out the solutions 

at infinity and tracking just the 17 paths to get all the useful solutions for the system 

of equations. 

Secant homotopy 

Solutions at infinity that are not dependent on the coefficients have no physical 

significance and so they can be avoided. The set of equations solved for the random 

complex precision points were used as the start system, and the 17 finite solutions 

were used as the starting points for path tracking using the secant homotopy (refer 

to Appendix B). This enabled us to get all the useful solutions for the seven position 

triad synthesis problem by tracking just 17 paths instead of 64. The form of the 

secant homotopy as presented by Wampler et al. [1990a] is: 

( 8 )  

where, m = 1,2,3; n = x^y \  i  =  1,2,...,15; j  = 2,3, ...,7 and 

bfj = (1 - t)e^^bij{q°) + (9) 

in which, hij{q°) and bij{q^) are the coefficients of Eqs. (5) for randomly chosen 

displacements and prescribed displacements respectively and ^ is a random angle. 

Instead of a secant homotopy, a parameter homotopy could have been used. The 

parameter homotopy is not considered here because it is more complex and might 

need more CPU time to track the paths. 
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In order to ensure that the homotopy is working properly and that the system 

always has the 47 solutions at infinity, problems were solved using both full continu

ation and the secant homotopy. The solutions at infinity were observed to have the 

same pattern as that indicated in the "solutions for Random Displacement" section. 

The secant homotopy gave all the useful solutions for the problems by tracking just 

17 paths. 

The computation time required to solve one particular complex precision point 

set was 17.4 minutes for full continuation and 5.6 minutes for secant homotopy. For 

a real set of precision points, it was 24.3 minutes and 9.7 minutes respectively for 

the full and secant homotopies. Though time taken per path is more for a secant 

homotopy, the overall time to solve a problem is far less than that of full continuation 

due to the elimination of extraneous solutions at infinity. 

Examples 

Synthesis of triads satisfying the two sets of precision points listed in Table 1 

was carried out using the secant homotopy. The real solutions obtained are given in 

Table 2. 

Example 1 resulted in five real solutions, eight complex solutions and four so

lutions at infinity. It took 11.5 minutes of computation time to solve this problem. 

Example 2 took 8.1 minutes of CPU time. A total of six real solutions, eight complex 

solutions and 3 solutions at infinity were obtained. Solution 4 of example 2 is shown 

in the seven prescribed positions in Fig. 2. All computations were carried out on a 

VAX 11/785 computer system. 
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Table 1: Precision points for the Triad synthesis 

Precision ^ jx  ^ j y  
Point deg. deg. 

Example 1 

2 0.5 0.0 10.0 5.0 
3 1.0 0.0 20.0 10.0 
4 1.5 0.0 30.0 15.0 
5 2.0 0.0 40.0 20.0 
6 2.5 0.0 50.0 25.0 
7 3.0 0.0 60.0 30.0 

Example 2 

2 1.5 0.5 30.0 15.0 
3 2.5 1.0 60.0 30.0 
4 3.0 1.6 90.0 45.0 
5 3.0 2.0 120.0 60.0 
6 3.5 2.5 150.0 75.0 
7 4.0 3.0 180.0 90.0 
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2 
3 
4 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
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Table 2: Triads satisfying the prescribed conditions 

^2x  ^2, ^3a ^3r 

Example 1 

-4.62178 
-40.6734 
-29.2756 
-35.1309 
5.34914 

2.69312 
-128.999 
-132.054 
-131.110 
0.02142 

11.3495 
48.9816 
35.4366 
42.4036 

-14.7724 

-18.4818 
122.474 
127.056 
125.393 

•15.8797 

0.09196 
10.0583 
7.41106 
8.77266 
0.21251 

0.29848 
14.3647 
15.8931 
15.1947 
0.22888 

Example 2 

-3.46580 -4.80846 0.55267 -0.01185 -2.13588 0.84965 
-1.85382 -5.01414 -0.31039 0.41801 -1.44449 -0.08757 
13.6559 12.8170 -40.8693 -10.3366 -25.3305 2.15534 

-5.37799 -2.13705 1.99701 -0.45720 -0.32524 1.96391 
-0.61860 -6.34327 -0.28397 1.04024 -1.09445 -0.94899 
-2.17396 -5.27678 0.00640 0.33788 -1.86942 0.200383 
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Figure 2: Triad 4 of example 2 in the seven prescribed positions 
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REVOLUTE-SPHERICAL (R-S) DYAD SYNTHESIS 

Spatial dyad synthesis is useful for motion generation applications. As in planar 

mechanism synthesis, single and multi loop linkages can be broken up into combi

nations of dyads and the components can be designed independently. Synthesis of 

spatial dyads has been considered by Roth [1968], Tsai and Roth [1971], Suh and 

Radcliffe [1978], and Sandor et al. [1984] to name a few. Design of an R-S dyad, 

shown in Fig. 3, for four position motion generation is considered here. This dyad 

is a part of a variety of multi loop mechanisms such as the RSSR-SS and RSSR-RC. 

Development of the equations and the procedure needed to implement the parameter 

homotopy to solve the problem are presented in the following sections. 

Development of equations 

An R-S dyad in two finitely separated positions is shown in Fig. 3. The constraint 

equations for the link displacement [Suh and Radcliffe, 1978] may be expressed as: 

~ c-ox) + ^oyiC'liy — doy) + — doz) = 0 (10) 

where, k = 1,2,3,4, j = 2,3,4 and aj = 

In the above expression, [D]_^] is the displacement matrix from position 1 to j 

which is specified for a motion generation problem. Since the displacement equations 

are eight, one of the unknowns should be assigned an arbitrary value. The value of 

+  ( ® l c  —  < ^ o z )  

0 0 0 
— o ^ o z )  = ( o i a ; ~ ® o x )  + ( ^ 1 ^ ^ — a o y )  

(11) 

( 1 2 )  
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[DJ 

Figure 3: A dyad in two finitely displaced positions 
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Uox is fixed to be between -1.0 and 1.0 and the unknowns aj^., aiy, ooœ» Ooy> 

«02, uoy and Uqz are determined. On rewriting the equations using xj, j = 1,2,...,8 

for the original unknowns and after substituting for aj, we obtain the following 

equations: 

h = -^Ifc^l®? + '®2fc®l®8 + ^3fc®2®7 + ^4A;®2®8 + ^5A!®3®7 + 

^6fc®3®8 + ^7fc®5®7 + •^8fc®6®8 + •®9/b®l + ^10fc®2 + ^llfc®3 + 

^'+4 = ^1;®1®2 + ^2j®l®3 + ^3i®2®3 + ^4j®l®4 + ^5j®l®5 + 

AQjXiXQ + A-jjX^x^ + ^8;®2®5 + ^9j®2®6 + ^10j=^3®4 + 

^llj®3®5 + ̂ 12;®3®6 + ^13;®1 + ^14;®2 + ̂ 15j®3 + ̂ 16;®4 + 

where 5jj^'s and A^jh (i = 1,2, ...,15 and m = 1,2, ...,19) are constants determined 

from the specified displacement matrices and the arbitrary choice for uox- In order 

to solve this system of equations, we need to first determine the structure and the 

number of paths to be tracked. 

Number of paths 

The degree of each of the eight equations to be solved is two, and the total degree 

of the system is 2® = 256. Therefore, a 1-homogeneous homotopy would require 256 

paths to determine the complete solution set for the system. 

^12fc®4 + ^13fc®7 + ^14A!®8 + ^ \hk  = ^ 

Fb = ®7 + ®8 + ("oi - I'O) = 0 (14) 

(13) 

^17;®5 + ^18;®6 + ^"^19; = ^ (15) 
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The design equations are of 2-homogeneous structure which can be identified by 

grouping the variables into two sets as follows: 

Set 1: XI, «2, zg, X4, zg zg 

Set 2; zy, zg 

The degree of the variables in set 1 is one in the first four equations (Eqs. (13)), 

zero in the fifth (Eq. (14)) and two in the final three (Eqs. (15)) whereas the degree 

for set 2 is one, two and zero respectively. If represents set 1 and «2 set 2, 

the Bezout number (refer to Appendix A) is the coefficient of in the product 

(aj + a2)^(2a2)(2ai)^. This coefficient turns out to be 64. Therefore, since the 

system is 2-homogeneous, the number of paths that need to be tracked to determine 

all the solutions can be reduced to 64. A detailed description of the procedure to 

determine the Bezout number is given in Morgan and Sommese [1987a, 1987b]. 

Projective transformation 

Since the 2-homogeneous structure of the equations is to be utilized, we have to 

use two homogeneous variables. If and Xq2 are the homogeneous variables corre

sponding to sets 1 and 2, we homogenize the equations by making the substitution, 

xj 4— XjjXfji for j = 1,2,3,4,5,6 and xj +— xjlxQ2 for j = 7,8. On substituting 

and modifying we get the following expressions: 

= -®lib®l®7 + ^2A:®l®8 + -®3A!®2®7 + ^4A:®2®8 + ^5A:®3®7 + -^6jfc®3®8 + 

+ ^8A:®6®8 + •®9A:®l®o2 + •®10A:®2®o2 + ^llt^3^o2 + 

^12A:®4®o2 + ^13A:®7®ol + ^Uk^S^ol + ^15k^ol^o2 = 0 (16) 

= x'^ + xl + {ulx-l'0)xl2 = 0 (17) 
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^+4 = ^l>®l®2 + ^2j®l®3 + ̂ 3i®2®3 + ̂ 4j®l®4 + ^5;®l®5 + ̂ 6;®l®6 + 

^7;®2®4 + ^8i®2®5 + ^9;®2®6 + ̂ 10;®3®4 + ^lli®3®5 + 

^12i®3®6 + ^13i®l®ol + ^14j®2®ol + ^15j®3®ol + ^16;®4®ol + 

^17i®5®ol + ^18i®6®ol + ^19;®ol =0 (18) 

Since the number of equations to be solved are 8 involving 10 unknowns, two 

additional equations are added to the system. These additional formulae are chosen 

to be of degree one and each equation should be an implicit function of the variables 

pertaining to one set only. 

^9 = /JFl +/'2®2 + ^3®3 + ̂ 4®4 +/'5®5 + ^6®6 + ^T®dl - 1-0 = 0 (19) 

^10 = ^8®7 + ^9®8 + ^10®o2 -1-0 = 0 (20) 

Since the degree of Eq. (19) and Eq. (20) are chosen to be one, they will not 

affect the number of paths to be tracked. Now, by solving the above 10 equations in 

10 unknowns, we avoid the solutions at infinity. The transformation, Xj = 

j = 1,2,3,4,5,6 and Xj = Xj/xQ2 j = 7,8, should be performed to obtain the 

solutions of the original system (Eqs. (13), (14) and (15)). 

Start system 

The start system should have the same 2-homogeneous structure as the target 

system. The following easy to solve start system was used to determine the solutions 

of the target system: 

G\ = a: J — 4 = 0 

C?2 = ^2 — 36 = 0 
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^3 = zg — 9 = 0 

C?4 = (ajj 4- 2a!4 4- Sxg + 4®g - 2)(®7 4- zg — 4) = 0 

= («2 + «4 + 2®5 -H zg - 3)(®7 + zg -5) = 0 

= (®3 + 3®4 -f ®5 -t- 2xq -- 4)(aJ7 + zg -- 6) = 0 

(77 = (®i + x ^ + x ^ +  3®6 - 5)(z7 4- zg - 7) = 0 

f?8 = zg — 81 = 0 

Note that the Bezout number of the start system is the same as that of the target 

system. This 2-homogeneous start system can be combined with Eqs. (19) and (20) 

to obtain the final start system to solve Eqs. (16), (17) and (18). 

Solutions for random displacements 

In order to eliminate the extraneous solutions at infinity, and to implement a 

parameter homotopy, the 2-homogeneous start system was used to solve Eqs. (16), 

(17) and (18) for a random set of displacement matrices, [£>jj]'s, and uqx value. 

The predictor-corrector type path tracker available on CONSOL 8 was used after 

modifying the program to incorporate the new start system. The procedure resulted 

in 22 complex solutions and 42 solutions at infinity. As for the triad synthesis, the 

solutions at infinity are coefficient independent and so have no physical meaning. It 

took about 50 minutes of computation time to track the 64 paths. Different sets of 

complex precision points were used and the solutions were evaluated to make sure 

that none of the finite solutions were missed. 
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Parameter homotopy 

The next step requires use of the system of equations solved for random complex 

precision positions as the start system along with a secant or parameter homotopy 

(refer to Appendix B) to eliminate the 42 solutions at infinity. A secant homotopy 

did not give proper convergence and so a parameter homotopy was implemented. 

The parameter homotopy is given by [Wampler et al., 1990a]: 

H { x p l )  = (22) 

where, 

Kij  = + 

~ 1 ~ ^ )^ox  

where g'^'s and U q j , are the randomly chosen values and g^'s are the prescribed 

precision points. The value is selected arbitrarily between -1 and 1. 

A number of sample problems were solved to ensure that the parameter homo

topy would give all the solutions for the specified precision points by tracking 22 

paths. Two examples are presented in the following section. 

Examples 

The precision points given in Table 3 were used and R-S dyads satisfying them 

were determined using a parameter homotopy. The real solutions obtained are listed 

in Table 4. 

Example 1 is from Sandor et al. [1986]. They set up error functions and min

imized them using the Hooke Jeeves method. Here precision position synthesis is 
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Table 3: Precision points for the design of R-S dyad 

[^12] = 

Example 1 

uox =0.431 

0.837 
0.408 

-0.365 

-0.224 
0.863 
0.452 

0.500 
-0.296 
0.814 

-0.504 
2.262 
1.050 

[^13] = 
0.694 
0.657 

-0.293 

-0.324 
0.649 
0.688 

0.643 
-0.383 
0.633 

-0.333 
4.159 
2.613 

[^14! = 
0.433 
0.896 

-0.099 

-0.250 
0.225 
0.942 

0.866 0.706 
-0.383 8.747 
0.321 5.497 

[^12! = 

Example 2 

Uox = 0.7072135 

0.943 
-0.331 
-0.032 

0.328 
0.942 

-0.078 

0.056 
0.063 
0.996 

-0.625 
0.704 

-0.169 

[^13] = 
0.535 

-0.823 
0.188 

0.838 
0.490 

-0.239 

0.105 
0.285 
0.953 

-0.623 
2.624 

-1.296 

[^14! = 

0.233 
-0.831 
0.505 

0.948 
0.077 

-0.309 

0.218 
0.551 
0.805 

0.334 
3.024 

-2.739 
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Table 4: Dyads satisfying the prescribed conditions 

®1® Hy Hz  aox  aoy  aoz  Uoy Uoz  

Example 1 

-8.904 4.440 -26.37 -0.219 -0.961 1.608 0.901 0.042 
-4.006 -6.380 -0.571 -13.01 2.976 5.886 -0.193 0.881 
78.99 91.62 87.10 83.40 79.18 99.39 0.707 0.561 

-2.193 -2.378 0.838 -24.17 14.36 -7.124 0.142 -0.891 
-2.885 '1.098 5.904 

CO o
 

o
 5.192 6.354 -0.206 -0.879 

11.94 9.183 17.92 15.16 12.34 19.04 -0.655 0.620 
5.729 2.303 14.92 9.294 8.247 14.86 -0.250 0.867 

Example 2 

5.006 6.006 -5.014 -0.002 9.401 -0.004 0.0 0.707 
5.178 -5.631 20,25 7.823 1.208 5.857 0.121 0.697 
0.943 3.533 0.929 1.520 -0.660 -1.170 -0.236 0,666 
3.084 4.250 -1.494 -0.158 -1.377 1.088 -0.085 0,702 
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being applied to solve the same problem. Eight real solutions and 14 complex solu

tions were obtained using 13.1 minutes of computation time. Only 7 real solutions 

are listed in Table 4, the other solution resulted in very large link lengths. Example 2 

resulted in 6 real solutions and 16 complex solutions. The computation time involved 

was 13.7 minutes. Two of the real solutions have very high magnitudes and so are not 

included in the table. All computations were carried out on a VAX 11/785 machine 

as before. 
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PART VI. 

ROBOT TRAJECTORY PLANNING BY A CONTINUATION 

METHOD 
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INTRODUCTION 

Closed-form inverse kinematic solutions for a general robot are difHcult to obtain. 

Trajectory planning for manipulators is even more complicated and has been the focus 

of many researchers. Some investigators have converted the cartesian path tracking 

problem to that of a joint space problem for convenience. Taylor [1979], Goldenberg 

and Lawrence [1986], Hornick and Ravani [1986], Wang [1988], and Chand and Doty 

[1985] have obtained the inverse kinematic solutions for a finite number of knot points 

on the specified trajectory and have worked in joint space to achieve the desired 

motion. 

Evaluation of the inverse kinematic solutions for an end effector to trace a 

specified continuous path is extremely important for applications such as welding 

and painting. Some researchers have developed iterative schemes to evaluate in

verse kinematic solutions continuously along trajectories. Gupta and Kazerounian 

[1985] conducted a comparative study between modified Newton-Raphson and mod

ified predictor-corrector methods and showed that the predictor-corrector method 

is better. Singh and Gupta [1989] implemented a modified Jacobian based Newton-

Raphson scheme to trace a trajectory. Both the methods calculate the joint velocities 

and use iterative techniques to determine the angular displacements. Angeles [1986] 

used a continuation method to move to the starting point of the trajectory and later 

used a least squares approximation to determine the joint angles, velocity and ac

celeration histories along the path. The major problem in implementing numerical 

methods to solve path trajectory problems has been the computation time required. 

The number of intermediate points at which inverse kinematic solutions can be eval

uated depends on the computation time available for an on-line application. 
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A continuation method approach is proposed in here which reduces the path 

generating problem to that of solving a system of first order ordinary differential 

equations for the joint angles with respect to the cartesian path variable. This opens 

up the possibility of developing this method for on-line trajectory planning. Since we 

are integrating for the joint variables with respect to a path variable, we can also ob

tain joint velocity information. Furthermore, in this procedure, position and velocity 

information are available at each instant of time and can be used for simulating the 

robot off-line. In fact, continuation methods could be used to develop off-line trajec

tory planning packages similar to those described by Hornick and Ravani [1986] and 

Pickett and Zarger [1983]. 

The basic concept behind the method here is similar to that of Gupta and his 

associates. However, in establishing a continuation formulation for the problem, a 

path parameter is used as the independent variable rather than time. 

Application of continuation methods to solve a 3-revolute (3-R) robot is consid

ered in detail. The procedure is used in particular to determine the inverse kinematic 

solutions for tracing a circular path for two different configurations of the 3-R robot. 

The procedure is then extended to a six degree of freedom PUMA robot, again to 

track a circular path. 
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CONTINUATION METHOD 

Continuation methods in the last few years have received considerable attention 

in applications to kinematic analysis and synthesis problems. Subbian and Flu-

grad [1989a, 1989b, 1990], Starns and Flugrad [1990], Morgan and Wampler [1989], 

Wampler et al. [1990a] and Tsai and Lu [1989] applied this procedure to synthesize 

mechanisms. Jo and Haug [1988] carried out the work space analysis of two degree-

of-freedom robot arms and slider-crank mechanisms utilizing continuation methods. 

Also, Tsai and Morgan [1985] and Wampler and Morgan [1989] succeeded in deter

mining the inverse kinematic solutions for five and six degree-of-freedom manipulators 

using this technique. Here, we are applying continuation methods to solve trajectory 

planning problems. 

Continuation methods can be used to solve a system of n equations in either n 

or (n + 1) unknowns. To solve a system of n equations in n unknowns, say F(z) = 0, 

a simple system is assumed to be a start system, say G(z) = 0. This start system 

must be of the same degree as the original system and easy to solve. Homotopy 

functions can then be written combining the two systems of equations as = 

F(z)< + G(z)(l — t )  = 0, where t  is the homotopy parameter and H the homotopy 

function. When t = 0, the homotopy function reduces to the start system ; when ( = 1 

it becomes the original system of equations to be solved. Therefore, by increasing 

t from 0 to 1 and simultaneously tracking the values of the z variables, the original 

system F(z) = 0 is solved. The z variables are tracked by integrating a set of first 

order ordinary differential equations with respect to the homotopy parameter t. The 

solutions for the start system are used as initial conditions for the integration. 

When solving a system of n equations in (n 1) unknowns, solution curves 
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are obtained, rather than a Rnite solution set. The procedure involved is a two step 

process. First, at least one point on each of the solution curves is determined. Suppose 

E(a!) = 0 is the system of n equations in (n + 1) unknowns. The procedure described 

by Morgan [1981] utilizes an extended Jacobian matrix of E(z) = 0 to determine an 

(n + l)th equation. Hence, a set of (n + 1) equations in {n + 1) unknowns is solved 

using continuation to find the finite solution set of interest. Obtaining the (n + l)th 

equation analytically, however, can be difficult for a complicated system of equations; 

therefore an alternative approach is used here. 

The system of equations under consideration has a trajectory path variable as 

the (n + l)th variable, which is 0 at the initial point and 1 at the terminal point. The 

path traversed by the robot between these two points is specified. The remaining 

n variables are the joint angles, whose values are to track the prescribed path. By 

setting = 0 then, we can determine the inverse kinematic solutions for the 

robot at the initial point. These inverse kinematic solutions can either be calculated 

by closed-form solutions, or by using a continuation method [Tsai and Morgan, 1985, 

Wampler and Morgan, 1989]. 

The finite solutions obtained by the above procedures give points on the solution 

curves. The second step would be to trace the solution curves from the initial points, 

obtained above, by integrating a set of n first order ordinary differential equations 

of the n variables with respect to The differential equations are obtained 

from the extended Jacobian matrix of the given system of equations (E(.t) = 0). 

A detailed description of the procedures outlined here is provided in Subbian and 

Flugrad [1989a, 1989b], Morgan [1981, 1987] and Wampler et al. [1990b]. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS FOR THE 3-R MANIPULATOR 

The 3-R manipulator for the two configurations considered is shown in Fig. 1. 

Shown in Fig. 2 is a generalized link (z — 1) paired at a joint i with another link, link 

(%). Corresponding cartesian frames are attached to the links with axes Z^_i and 

Zj-, alligned with the joint axes {i — 1) and (i), respectively. The link parameters as 

used by Craig [1986] are shown, where the angle is the position variable at joint 

(i) for a revolute joint. The parameters for the configurations 1 and 2 (in Fig. 1) are 

listed in Table 1. 

Table 1: Link parameters 
for the two config
urations 

Configuration 1 

1 Aj-i gj-i 4 

1 0 0 0 #1 
2 -90° 0 0 #2 
3 0 17.0 4.9 gg 
4 -90° 0.8 17.0 0 

Configuration 2 

i  a j - i  gj-i dj  

1 0 0 0 
2 -70" 0.5 2.0 gg 
3 30° 17.0 4.9 ^3 
4 -90° 0.8 17.0 0 
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Configuration 1 

Configuration 2 

Figure 1: The 3-R manipulator 
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Axis i 
Link i -1  

Axis i -1  

Link i  i -1  

i -1  

i -

i -1  

/ 

Figure 2: Definition of link parameters 
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The homogeneous transformation matrix relating frames {i} and {i — 1} is of 

the form: 

2 - 1  T = (1) 

C9i 0 o*_i 

S9iCai_ i  CeiCai_ i  -Sai_ i  

SdiSai_ i  CeiSai_ i  

0 0 0 1 

Where the notations C and S indicate cos  and s in^  respectively. A fourth trans

formation matrix is written for the tool frame {4} coordinate system fixed to link 

3: 

1 0 0 0.8 

0 0 1 17.0 

0 - 1 0  0  

0 0 0 1 

The kinematics of the manipulator, for either configuration 1 or 2, are expressed 

then by evaluating Eq. (1) for i =1, 2 and 3 and by combining the results with Eq. 

(2) to find \t = \t\tItIt. 

The position of frame {4} in the cartesian space, frame {0}, found in column 4 

of for configuration 1 is given by; 

T = (2 )  

Px = 

Pv = 

Pz = 

O.8(C'0IC'^2<^^3 - CeiSe2Se^)  -  n.Q{C6iCe2S6^  + CdiSB2C9^)  + 

17.0C'^iC'^2 -4.95^1 

0.8(5^1 C'^2<^'^3 - SeiSe2SB^) - 17.0(5^IC'<?25^3 + 50i5^2<^^3) + 

17.05^1 C'^2+ 4-9C'^l (3) 

-0.8(5^2^'% + 002 89^)  - 17.0(67^2^^3 - ̂^2-^^3) - 17.05^2 
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for the more general configuration 2: 

O.8(C0iC02C03 - 0.342501502^703 - O.866C015025^3 

-0.2962501 C02503 - 0.4698501503) + 

17.O(-C0i(702503 + 0.342 501502 503 - O.866(70i502(703 

-0.2962501 C02C03 - 0.4698501^703) + 

17.OC'0iC02 + 2.45C0I502 - 5.8143501502 + 0.8379501 C02 

+2.1082501 + O.5C01 

O.8(50iC'02C'03 + 0.342(701502C03 - 0.866501502 503 

+0.2962(701(702503 + O.4698(70i503) + 

17.O(-50i(702503 - 0.342(701502503 - 0.866501502(703 

+O.2962C'0i (702(703 + O.4698(70iC'03) + 

17.0501 C'02 + 2.45501502 + 5.8143C'0i502 - O.8379C'0i(702 

+5.876(701 + 0.5501 

-0.7518502^03 - 0.651(702 503 + 0.1368 503 + 

+ 15.9748502 503 - 13.8346(702(703 + 2.9072(703 

-15.9748502 + 2.3022(702 + 2.1354 
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INVERSE KINEMATIC SOLUTION AT THE START OF THE 

TRAJECTORY 

For configuration 1 of the 3-R robot, closed-form solutions of the inverse kine

matics can be determined from Eqs. (3). On reduction, the following relationships 

relating the joint and cartesian space variables can be obtained [Craig, 1986], 

6i  = Atan2{Py,  Px)  — Atan2{4t .9 ,  +yPx + Py — 24.01) 

^3 = ^«an2(0.8,17.0) - Atan2{K, + y/289M - K^) (5) 

where ,  K  = (P| + - 602.65)/34.0 

02 = Atan2{{-o .s - i7 .Qce^)Pz-{ce iPx  + se iPy){n .o-n .ose2) ,  

(17.05% - 17.0)fz + (0.8 + 17.OC%)(C0iPx + SBiPy)) - % 

Inverse kinematic solutions were determined using these relationships for the 

manipulator at the start position (22, 5, 10) in cartesian space. Table 2 provides the 

four inverse kinematic solutions obtained. 

For configuration 2, it is difficult to determine a closed-form inverse kinematics 

solution. Therefore, some sort of numerical technique is needed. The continuation 

methods used by Tsai and Morgan [1985] as well as Wampler and Morgan [1989] are 

difficult to implement. Therefore, an alternative approach is proposed which takes 

advantage of the fact that the set of equations to be solved (Eqs. (4)) is similar to 

the set for configuration 1 (Eqs. (3)). The homotopy function used has the following 

form: 

H{y, t )  =  ( l - t )e ' ^G{y)  + tFiy)  ( 6 )  

where G{y)  = 0 is the start system and F(y) = 0 is the target system. Here, G{y)  

is chosen to be the equations representing configuration 1 of the robot for which 
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closed form solutions ate available. F{y)  is the set of equations which represent 

configuration 2. Using the four solutions (from Table 2) as starting points, solution 

paths are tracked to determine the inverse solution at the start position (22, 5, 10) 

for the more general case of configuration 2. The four solutions obtained are listed in 

V/) 
Table 3. The factor e in the homotopy function assures complex paths and thereby 

avoids any singularities along the path [Wampler et al., 1990b]. 

Table 2: Inverse kinematic solution for configuration 1 

Soin. 1 Soin. 2 Soin. 3 Soin, 4 
Rad. 0.004543 -2.699183 0.004543 -2.699183 
Rad. -1.20670 2.787378 0.354215 4.348293 

*3 Rad. 0.036050 0.036050 -3.083594 -3.083594 

Table 3: Inverse kinematic solution for configuration 2 

Soin. 1 Soin. 2 Soin. 3 Soin. 4 
Rad. -0.363128 3.938811 0.490423 3.091134 
Rad. -0.965090 2.7562248 0.2989698 4.373839 

h Rad. 0.172250 0.092693 3.184102 3.259352 
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TRAJECTORY PLANNING FOR THE 3-R ROBOT 

Trajectory planning is accomplished using the continuation method to solve a 

system of n equations in (n + 1) unknowns. For such a system, the solution set will 

be a family of curves. The objective is to include a variable associated with the 

trajectory of the robot in cartesian space in solving for the inverse kinematics. A 

normalized path variable, p, where p = 0 at the start of the trajectory, and p = 1 at 

the end was used. 

The system of equations for the 3-R robot are Eqs. (3) for configuration 1, 

and Eqs. (4) for configuration 2. The trajectory is expressed as functions Px{p)i 

Py{p) and Pz{p) where, (Paj(O), Py{0), fz(0)) corresponds to the starting point, and 

(Px(l)» A/(l)j Pz{^)) corresponds to the end point of the trajectory. 

Upon substitution of the functions Pxiv)-! Pyip) and P z { p ) i  one can rearrange 

Eqs. (3) or Eqs. (4) to obtain the following system: 

To solve this system, the extended Jacobian matrix, DE, is formulated by evaluation 

of the partial derivatives of the functions with respect to the variables ^2> ^3 &nd 

p. The resulting Jacobian is a 3 x 4 matrix and has the form: 

This extended Jacobian matrix is used to determine the three first order differential 

El  = R.H.S .  o f  the  1st of  Eq.— Px{p)  =  0 

E2 = R.H.S. of the 2nd of Eq.— Py{p) = 0 

£'3 = R.H.S. of the 3rd of Eq.— Pz{p) = 0 

(7) 

dE^ dE% 9E^  
'5̂ 1 

( 8 )  
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equations of the the joint space variables with respect to the cartesian path variable. 

Thus, 

de^ldv = (-l)^'+l<iei(£>£?j.|)/Z)en (9) 

where, i  = 1,2,3, is the Jacobian with the ith column deleted, and Den is the 

negative determinant of the Jacobian with the fourth column deleted. 

The first order differential equations thus obtained are integrated with the known 

solution at the starting point of the trajectory providing the initial conditions. The 

integration provides 6-^, ^2> &nd ^3 values as a function of the path variable p. 

The joint velocity histories are also obtained if the velocity of the manipulator along 

its trajectory, dp/dt, is specified. The formula d9i/dt = {d9^/dp){dpfdt) is used to 

determine the velocities of the joint variables. 

Example for configuration 1: 

Trajectory planning was carried out for configuration 1 represented by the set 

of Eqs. (3). The first step was to form the functions Px{p)i Py{p) and Pz{p) for 

the specified trajectory. These functions were then substituted into Eqs. (7) and the 

extended Jacobian was evaluated as outlined in the previous section. A computer 

program was developed to generate the first order differential equations numerically 

which were integrated using both Euler's method and Hamming's predictor corrector 

method (HPCG) to determine the joint angles along the trajectory. 

The procedure was applied to traverse a circle in the cartesian space, starting 

from the point (22, 5, 10). The radius of the circle used was 5 units and it was 
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situated in the y-z  plane. The trajectory functions were expressed as; 

Px{p)  = 22 

Pyiv)  ~  5cos(27rp) 

Pz{p) = 10 - 5am(27rp) 

The $1, ^2 and ^3 starting values were supplied from the inverse solutions in Table 

2. 

A plot of the resultant joint angles and velocities is given in Fig. 3 for the 

starting solution 1 as listed in Table 2. The joint velocities plotted were obtained 

assuming that the manipulator followed its trajectory at a constant unit velocity, i.e., 

dpidt = 1. On driving the servomotors attached to the joints using the calculated 

results the robot would trace a circular path with a unit velocity. The trajectory 

was checked by carrying out the forward kinematic analysis of the robot using a 

computer and comparing it to the desired path. The results were acceptable except 

for the Euler's method with a step size of 0.01. 

The average CPU time for the HPCG method with a step size (Ap) of 0.01 was 

0.4425 seconds and that for a step size of 0.001 was 3.7875 seconds. For Euler's 

method the CPU time was 1.1425 seconds for a step size of 0.001. All computations 

were carried out on a VAX 11/785 machine. Computation time could be reduced by 

using a LU decomposition and back substitution procedure instead of Cramer's rule. 

Example for configuration 2: 

The inverse kinematic solution was determined for the general system represented 

by Eqs. (4) for the circular trajectory. Fig. 4 gives the angular position and velocity 
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Figure 3: Joint history for configuration 1 
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information for generating a circular trajectory from (22,5,10). The CPU time for 

obtaining this solution was 0.5325 and 4.82 seconds for HPCG with step sizes of 

0.01 and 0.001 respectively, and 1.83 seconds for Euler's method with a Ap value of 

0.001. The starting configuration used was the first solution listed in Table 3. All 

calculations were performed on a VAX/VMS 11/785 machine, as for the previous 

example. 

This configuration represents a general robot for which closed form solutions 

were not available and so the method could be extremely useful for applications to 

robots with manufacturing defects or for special robots. The implementation of the 

method to carry out an on-line control of the trajectory and a study on the effect of 

path tracking schemes on the CPU time will be the next logical step. 
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TRAJECTORY PLANNING FOR A 6-R PUMA TYPE ROBOT 

The transformation matrix for a six degree of freedom robot can be obtained 

following a procedure similar to that for a 3-R manipulator. The development of this 

transformation matrix can be obtained from a number of sources [Craig, 1986, Fu 

et al., 1987 and Wolovich, 1987]. To determine the inverse kinematics for a PUMA 

robot, 12 equations arising from the position vector and the 3x3 rotation matrix in 

terms of six unknowns are solved. Only three of the nine elements of the rotation 

matrix are independent. The procedure outlined by Tsai and Morgan [1985] was 

utilized to reduce the system to a set of five equations in five unknowns. The final 

system of equations is: 

H-^ = C0jC'^2"a: + S9iC02ny — + C9^CB^SB^ + SO^CO^ = 0 

H2 = —SBiux + Cd-^ny — SB^Sd^ = 0 

jffg = + SB-^C62Py — SB2PZ — @2 + SB^d^ — a^CB^ = 0 

= —CB1SB2PX — SB-^SB2Py — CB2PZ — CB^d^ — 035^3 = 0 

= —SBiPx + CB-^Py — 6^3 = 0 (10) 

In the above equations, lengths 02, 03, ^3, ^4 and angles Bi, B2 , ^3 are as 

defined for configuration 1 of the 3-R robot (Table 1). Angles B^, B^ and Bq are the 

angular orientations of the wrist, n is the unit vector attached to the z axis of the 

final coordinate system and P is the position vector of the point where the three joint 

axes of the wrist intersect. 

For a trajectory planning problem, the position vector P and the orientation 

vector n are specified along the path, and we must determine the joint space variable 

values, ^1, ^2> ^3, ^4 and B^ from Eqs. (10). Using the angles Bi through ^5 and the 
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remaining elements of the rotation matrix, one can calculate 

To determine the joint space histories, it can be assumed that the angular ori

entation and velocity are known at the initial point on the trajectory. Path tracking 

is carried out using continuation as described for a 3-R manipulator. For the set of 

equations under consideration, the extended Jacobian matrix, DH^ is a 5 x 6 matrix. 

The derivatives of the joint space variables with respect to the cartesian path variable 

p  are  ob ta ined  us ing  DH in  Eq .  (9 ) ,  ins tead  of  DE.  

Example 3; 0-R PUMA type robot 

The robot was to travel along a circle from (22, 5, 10), and the z axis of the 

coordinate system attached to the end-effector was forced to maintain a 45^ angle 

with the trajectory path. Since the angular orientation of the z axis is fixed, the 

3x3 rotation matrix will vary depending on the location of the end-effector along the 

circle. This type of motion is frequently encountered in welding applications. 

The overall transformation matrix has the following form: 

l/\/2 0 l/v/2 22 

-cos{2 i rp) /y /2  —sin{2Tp)  cos{2Trp)  /  \ /2  5co3{2Trp)  

3 in(2 i rp)  I  \ /2  —cos(2np)  —sin{2 i rp) / \ /2  10 — 5am(27rp) 

0 0 0 1 

The first three elements of the last column are Px{ p ) ,  Py{ p )  and Pz{ p )  respec

tively and that of the third column are nx{p), ny{p) and nz{p) respectively. These 

values were substituted into Eqs. (10), and the inverse kinematic solution along the 

path was evaluated. The joint space displacement and velocity histories are shown in 

Figs. 5 and 6. The CPU time spent in computing the solution was 1.15 sec and 10.3 
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sec for the HPCG method with step sizes of 0.01 and 0.001 respectively and 4 

for Euler's method with a step size of 0.001. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Continuation methods are a very robust mathematical tool for solving kine

matic synthesis problems. They provide all the solutions for systems of polynomial 

equations and unlike the currently popular methods, they do not require any initial 

solution estimates. Kinematic equations can often be expressed as nonlinear poly

nomial systems and continuation method is particularly useful to solve analysis and 

synthesis problems. The ability of continuation method to solve n equations in (n +1) 

unknowns can be effectively used to trace solution curves (Burmester curves) there 

by providing infinite solutions as opposed to a finite solution set obtained by other 

methods. 

This dissertation considered continuation methods for the kinematic synthesis 

and analysis of mechanisms. Four-bar five position path generating mechanism was 

designed, for the first time. Wampler et al. [1990] extended the number of path 

points to nine using continuation method. To the best of our knowledge, the seven 

position triad synthesis for motion generation with prescribed timing was solved for 

the first time. For the five and six position triad design, solution curves were traced 

to give infinities of triads. All the solutions for the four positions revolute-spherical 

dyad were obtained, and a continuation approach to robot trajectory planning was 

presented for the first time. 
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Planar four-bar motion, function and path generation mechanisms were designed. 

The motion generation problem capitalized on the ability of the continuation method 

to solve n equations in n as well as (n + 1) unknowns. A complete solution set for a 

five position path generation problem was obtained. 

Triad synthesis is important since single and multi-loop mechanisms can be bro

ken up into dyads and triads and the individual components can be designed sep

arately. Synthesis of triads for five, six and seven prescribed positions for motion 

generation with timing were considered. These triads were used to design the geared 

five-bar, six-bar and eight-bar mechanisms. In this dissertation, the ability of the 

continuation method to trace solution curves was utilized to generate Burmester 

curves. The fixed pivot, coupler pivot and intermediate pivot locations were plotted. 

Lin and Erdman [1987] solved the six position problem using a compatibility linkage 

approach and obtained the triad Burmester curves. Their technique is quite involved 

while the approach used in this dissertation reduces the problem to a simple path 

tracking problem. The seven position synthesis problem was solved using a secant 

homotopy which requires the tracking of just 17 paths. 

A step by step procedure to implement continuation methods with projective 

transformation and without the coefficient independent solutions at infinity was pre

sented in part V of the dissertation. The seven position triad synthesis problem and 

a spatial revolute-spherical dyad synthesis problem were considered to demonstrate 

the concept. 

Trajectory planning of robots by continuation methods gave joint displacement 

and velocity information continuously along the path. The ability of the method 

to solve n equations in (n -|- 1) unknowns was used to solve this problem where the 
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path variable was made the (n + l)th variable. The method shows good potential for 

online implementation in robot controllers. 

Although this dissertation is restricted mainly to planar mechanisms (except for 

the R-S dyad), the procedure could easily be extended to solve spatial synthesis and 

analysis problems. Future work can be focused on the application of the procedure 

to design complex spatial mechanisms like the RRSS and RSSR-SS type mechanisms 

for path and motion generation. Also, the spatial dyads can be designed and the 

Burmester curves generated, similar to those for planar dyad synthesis. Optimization 

of the design (both planar and spatial) and order synthesis can also be considered. 

The potential of continuation methods is immense. With the developments in 

computer technology and the advancements in the method, kinematic synthesis prob

lems which seemed impossible can be effectively solved. This dissertation has focused 

on testing out the procedure and evaluating its usefulness. We conclude that continu

ation methods have excellent features when compared to the currently used numerical 

procedures and is likely to play an important role in kinematic synthesis and analysis 

in future. 
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APPENDIX A: MULTI-HOMOGENEOUS STRUCTURE AND 

PROJECTIVE TRANSFORMATION 

The major feature of the multi-homogeneous (m-homogeneous) system is that 

the homotopy may be chosen to closely resemble the system being solved. The choice 

of such homotopies reduces the number of paths and has the potential of reducing 

the arc length of the paths. The m-homogeneous structure is discussed here due 

to its significant advance over the traditional 1-homogeneous homotopy, and also 

since many systems in kinematics have such structures. A detailed description of the 

principles described here can be found in Morgan and Sommese [1987b]. 

A multivariable polynomial F { z )  = 0 is m-homogeneous if there are m  sets of 

variables 

~ ^0; » - Ij> •••) ̂ kjj} 

for J = 1 to m and m  nonnegative integers d i ,  c?2, d m  such that 

Z _ 
\ I j \=d j - ,3  =  l ,m 

k  • 
where I j  = O'ojis an index set, "|/^-| = dj"  means = dj ,"  

and 
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The are complex coefficients and zqjs are homogeneous variables. 

Consider next a system, F(z) = 0, of n m-homogeneous polynomials. If dji 

denotes the degree of the jth set of variables of the /th equation of the system, the 
k  • 

Bezout number of F is defined as the integer d  which is the coefficient of Jl^l 

in the combinatorial product 
n m 

n E 

Bezout's theorem 

Let F(z) = 0 be an m-homogeneous system as defined above. Then F(z) = 0 

has no more than d geometrically isolated solutions. If F(z) = 0 does not have an 

infinite number of solutions, then it has exactly d solutions, counting multiplicity. 

Example 1: 2-homogeneous system 

Consider the system, 

^l(::) = <^'l,l-l~2 + <^'l,2^1 + ^1,3^2 + ^'l,4 = 0 

^2(-) = ^'2,1-1 + ^'2,2-1 + (^'2,3 = 0 (1) 

We define the sets Zi and Z2 according to 

^1 = 

^2 = {-02» ̂ 2} 

The substitution <— ^n/^oi -2 ^ -12/^02 used to 2-homogenize the 

system of equations. On simplifying: 

^l(-) = ^'l,HlFl2+<^1,2-11-02 + <^1,3-12-01+^1,4-0F02 = 0 

^2(:) = <^'2,Hll + ^^'2,2^1^01 + ^'2,3^01 = 0 (2) 
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For the above equations, 

*^1,1 ~ degree of 1st set in 1st equation = 1 

<^2,1 = degree of 2nd set in 1st equation = 1 

2 = degree of 1st set in 2nd equation = 2 

^2,2 = degree of 2nd set in 2nd equation = 0 

and the Bezout number of the system is the coefficient of 0^02 in the product [(aj + 

a2)(2ai + 0a2)]) which is 2 for the present example. 

Example 2: 3-homogeneous system 

Consider the system 

Fn{z)  =  ^ l ,nn~5+^2,n-2-5+^3,n(22-3- -H4)  +  ̂ 4 ,n(~l -3  +  -2-4)  

+•^5,71^3^5 + '^6,n~4^5 + -^8,71^2 ^9,M^3 -'^10,71^4 

+^ll,n-5 + ^12,n = 0 (3) 

where n = 1 to 5. We form three sets of variables as follows: 

h = {-01'-ll»-2l} 

^2 = {%,-12,-22} 

h = {=03'-13} 

The following substitutions are made to homogenize the system of equations: f— 

=ll/:Oi; =2 =21/^Oi; =3 =12/=02; =4 ^ =22/=02 ^nd 25 ^ zig/zga The 

homogeneous system of equations obtained is: 
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Fn[z)  =  ^l ,n^lH13-02  +  ̂ 2 ,n*2ni3^02  +  ̂ 3 ,n(^21^12 "  •2^11-22)^03  

+^4,n(nFl2 + 22H22)^03 + ̂ 5,n«12^13^01 + ̂ 6,71^22^3^01 

+^7,re^lF02^03 + ̂ 8,n^2F02^03 + ̂ 9,n^l2«0H03 

+^10,n-22^0F03 + ̂ 11,71^3^01^02 + ^12,7i^0H02^03 = 0 (4) 

In Eqs. (4), = 1; (/2,n — li '^Z^n ~ ^ the Bezout number is the coefficient 

of (a^a^ag) in the product (aj + ag + ag)^, which is 30. 

In order to take advantage of the path reduction offered by the m-homogeneous 

structure of the target system, the start system should also be of the same structure. 

A 7n-homogeneous coefficient, secant or parameter homotopy can be used to solve 

these equations. 

Projective transformation 

The identification of 77i-homogeneous structures eliminates a few of the solutions 

at infinity, but not all. Thus computer codes must decide if a path is diverging or not 

and abort the paths that diverge. Solutions at infinity result in more computation 

time and also present a dilemma as to when to declare that a path is diverging. 

This decision cannot be made without the risk of truncating a converging path. 

Therefore, techniques which transform solutions at infinity to finite solutions are 

essential [Morgan and Sommese, 1987b and Morgan 1986b]. 

The m homogeneous variables (sQji j= i  to m) introduced in the previous sub

section homogenize the n target equations. On carrying out the homogenization we 

end up with n equations in {n + m) unknowns, as given by Eqs. (2) and (4). Certain 
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formulae are included which make the zqj'S implicitly defined functions of the other 

kj variables in the same set as follows: 

kj 

'Oj = s %% + % (5) 
2=1 

for J = 1 to m, where /3's are random complex constants. 

We can use Eqs. (5) to eliminate the m homogeneous variables from the homo-

topy functions to obtain n homogeneous equations in n unknowns. We can otherwise 

include the m equations with the n homotopy functions and solve for (n + m) un

knowns. This does not increase the Bezout number, as Eqs. (5) are all of degree 

1. On solving, we can recover the solutions of F(z) = 0 through the transformation 

zn <— zijIzQj. If F(z) = 0 has a solution at infinity, at least one of the m zqj values 

will be 0. 

In example 1 (Eq. (1)) 2 homogeneous variables, zqI &nd zgg, were used to 

homogenize the equations. For projective transformation we include the following 

formulae: 

-01 = 

-02 = /^12^12 +/^02 (6) 

We can solve Eqs. (2) and (6) together for the unknowns sqIj ^02' ^11 and zi2. 

The transformations rj = sn/sQl ^2 ~ -12/^02 used to recover the original 

variables. For Example 2 the homogenization variables are defined as follows: 

-01 = A 1^11 +/^21-21 +/^01 

-02 = A2-I2 +/^22:22 +/^02 C) 

-03 = As^is +% 
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APPENDIX B: COEFFICIENT, SECANT AND PARAMETER 

HOMOTOPIES 

If the system of equations F(c[g],z) = 0, where c[g] are the coefficients of the 

equations and q are the parameters the coefficients depend on, is to be solved for just 

one set of parameters, a 1-homogeneous traditional homotopy would be sufficient. 

But in many applications, including kinematics, we would repeatedly solve the same 

set of equations for different choice of parameters. This calls for a modified homotopy. 

The modified homotopy uses a start system which is of the same structure as 

the system of equations to be solved. The solutions for this start system are obtained 

using a traditional 1-homogeneous homotopy or a traditional coefficient homotopy 

depending on whether the system of equations is 1-homogeneous or m-homogeneous. 

These solutions are sorted according to whether they are singular or nonsingular, 

and as to whether they are solutions at infinity or they are finite solutions. From 

the entire solution set, the solutions having the properties desired in the solutions of 

the target system are selected. Those solutions comprise the set of nonsingular finite 

solutions. Such solutions of the start system are used to implement the modified 

homotopies. 

The first step is to obtain the solutions for the start system, which resemble 

the target system we want to repeatedly solve. Random parameter values (ç®'s) are 
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substituted into the given system of equations. These equations, F(c[g^],a;) = 0, are 
dj dj 

solved using a generic start system of the form: = p / — r •*' = 0, if the given j j j 

equation is of 1-homogeneous form. Otherwise, a simple homogeneous system is 

used to solve the target system. Once the solutions are obtained, we sort them as 

before and use the desired solutions of the system P(c[g^], x) = 0 to solve future 

problems. 

Coefficient homotopy 

The coefficient homotopy described here is different from the m-homogeneous 

traditional coefficient homotopy. In traditional coefficient homotopy, the solutions of 

the start system should all be nonsingular and the equations easily solvable. Here, 

however, the solutions of the start system can be singular and are as complicated to 

solve as the target system. A typical coefficient homotopy [Morgan and Sommese, 

1989] which solves F{c[q^],x) = 0 is as follows: 

H(x,0 = F(((l-0C° + ^c[/']),x) (1) 

where, C®'s are random complex coefficients and c[q^] are the coefficients for the 

specified parameters g^'s (displacements in kinematic synthesis). Using the solutions 

of the system of equations for randomly chosen coefficients (C^'s), the system of 

equations for an arbitrary set of parameters can be solved. 

Coefficient homotopy is easy to program and is cheaper in terms of function and 

Jacobian evaluations. The number of paths to be tracked will be less than or equal 

to that of the traditional coefficient homotopy but will never be less than the secant 

or parameter homotopies. Since the coefficients of the start system are complex, the 

paths will be in the complex space, and thereby singularities will be avoided. 
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Parameter homotopy 

In coefficient homotopy, though the coefficients are a function of only a few pa

rameters, each coefficient is chosen independently. This increases the number of free 

choices, and thus the start system does not resemble the system of equations being 

solved. Therefore, a parameter homotopy can be used which needs random selec

tion of a few parameters. Parameter homotopy, besides acknowledging the specific 

structure of the target system, has fewer paths to be tracked. 

A typical parameter homotopy is given by the following expression [Morgan and 

Sommese, 1989]: 

H(x,0 = F(c[(l-09^ + ^9^],®) (2) 

where must be chosen randomly, and are the specified parameters. 

Analytically determining the Jacobian and programming this homotopy is diffi

cult compared to the coefficient or secant homotopies. Also, the CPU time to track 

one path is increased significantly. However, when solving large problems, side con

ditions that the solutions of the target system should satisfy are imposed. These side 

conditions can be effectively implemented with the parameter homotopy, and so this 

homotopy results in the least number of paths, 

Secant homotopy 

The secant homotopy is a compromise between the above mentioned homotopies. 

Due to its ease of programming, cheaper Jacobian and functional evaluations, and 

its ability to acknowledge the structure of the equations being solved, the secant 

homotopy may be the best choice in many cases. The number of paths to be tracked 

to determine the solution set will be less than that of coefficient homotopy but might 
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be greater than that of parameter homotopy. Depending on the problem, we can cut 

down the number of paths to that number required for parameter homotopy. 

For secant homotopy, the parameters are chosen randomly (not necessarily com

plex) and the coefficients are evaluated from these parameters. The homotopy func

tion is written connecting the coefficients as follows [Wampler et al., 1990a]: 

H(aj,<) = F(((l -07c[9®] (3) 

where, q^, are as defined before and 7 = $ being a random angle. The factor 

7 is used to make the paths complex, and therefore, to avoid singularities. 
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